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ACKNO’~~;TS AN?) A JtZVl!U OFTIZ 
YORK OF UTm AGRICIES IN THIS FIZID 

&St of the infamation concerning the radioactive caat-*mcrution 
levelsduring CASTIgtest -ration uers first obtained frar 
Dr.Dunning of the Divii 8 m ofBiologyand Medici.T.l!eoftheAE. 
Be~tranamittsdto~tbe~~rirplanereadfngsofthecoa- 
t~teaisZaPdi3 t8.kenby MEnill Elsenbud'sanit. Ikrhmnlng 
also transmitted to us the JTF-7 r8diological survey data and the 
ganmsrayrcadings of Rongelap, Rongerikand Alinginaeuhlchuere 
made @ Dr. ScovUle of AFSUP and which helped considerably in the 
final analysis of CASTU BRAVO shot. The above information was 
wed 
most 

Lez 
have 
tive 
UKD 
that 

to prepare s preliminary report (See Reference 6). Subsequently 
of the same data became available in the Project 2.5a report 
Reference 12). &her personnel who kindly furnished us basic 
y8re Lt Co1 Bonnott of JTF-7 and Co1 Houghton of AFSK. Us 
worked closely in the past with RAND in the problem of radloac- 
fallout up to but not including CASTLB data. At this point the 
and ARW snalyses vary considerably. Primarily F!MD believes 
90% of the activity in the cloud is in the mushroom and only 

10% in the stem. ARLX snalysis shows 80% activity in the stem ad 
only 20% in the mushroom most of which is non-scavengable or falls 
out at much 11 ter times. RBND assumes fallout originates from 
100,m ft. msl for CASTLE PRAVO, A.!! assumes that the fallout 
in the first 15 to 30 hours does not come from above 60,000 ft. 
The BSNRDL scaling of Jangle-Surface shot did not consider any 
fallout beyond 3 to 5 miles dowwind of ground zero. &thin this 
area only 10 to 15% of the total residual activity was deposited. 
The ARX Analysis (See &%ference 1) showed that the immediate 
downwind fallout reached as far as 90 miles dovnvind and this 
fallout area accounted for approximately 858 of the total activity. 
It is presumed that the BRDL scaling model will bs altered to account 
for this discrepancy. t It appears to w that the AFSWT Rsport 507 
adopted the BRDL scaling model for CASTLEi BRAVO shot. Undoubtedly 
AFSWP and NBDL have in more recent vork changed their scaling model, 
but such changes are not yet made known to w. The U. S. b&t&or 
Bureau and the Air Yeather Service have studied the fallout problem 
primarily from ths point of view of minimizing contamination during 
atomic test operations. The Army Chemical Corps and the Signal Corps 
have also studied the fallout problem. It is clearly shown above 
that at the present time, the effort in this field of endeavor through- 
out the Defense Department, AEZ and the Weather Bureau is quite 
extensive. It is hoped that at some future date a coordinat& 
picture will be obta- 
fallout. i$&!YXvX@A%ti mp?p of *e 
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ABSTRACT 

1. The first stzot of COLE Test Operation is analyzed In 
detail, an3 this, together with Jangle-Surface shot, is used for 
scaling of fallout inteosities eD3 areas for yield6 of 1 ID to 
225m. A method is also given to predict the fallout for any 
rcaled height. Table I (see follouing page) gives the 48 hour 
iotegreted dose in roentgens vithin dovnvlmd cootmninated area8 
in 8quare ties for different field bombs exploded on the surface. 
The values given In Table I are geaemlly much higher than the pre- 
dictions mx?e by other agencies in this field. It is possible to 
dctermiae the extent of dowmind CoDtaminetion for any field bomb 
detonated at any acal6d height bg the use of Table II (see follov- 
iDg page). 

2. The offensive and defensive tiplicetion of rruch highly 
contaminated areas are discussed. Celculatioas are made on the 
dosage rece$ved by aircrew accidentally penetrating young 
atomic clouds fmm multi-megaton boxkbs. Esttiates are given 
on the ccntact beta hazard to the hands of mail.tenance personnel 
fkom contaminated engine parts. 

3. The fallout picture is given for all of the United States 
when ill bombs of 15 megaton yield are surface detonated over 
106 cities v5ose population is loO,or)r3 or more and OD five other 
selected airbases. This is illustrated graphically iD Figum 
U. An inspec;ion of this Figme shows that there is*ao place 
to hide”la this country tinder above listed circmstances. 
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. TABLE I 

.%hour i Areaa in Square Miles for the Following Yield (KT) Surisce Burst Bomba * I 

mf 1,000 1 5,000 115,000 1 45,OOOI 60,000 [lOO,OOO (225,000 

25 
560 ii 

288 1,O'JO 3,620 5,030 8,900 22,603 
2:: 3,060 670 10,000 2,160 33,000 7,820 11,000 43,600 76,000 19,200 183,Om 48,800 

430 900 4,750 15,000 47,200 62,200 106,000 246,0X) 
750 1,560 8,100 25,000 76,'ioo lOO,cm, 173,000 GQc,mO 

I I I I I 
. . _c I. _.c.-1 . 

b BEST AVAILABLE COPY 
TABIJZ II 

3 Percentage ’ Burst Height Above Terrain 
Fallout for 15 MT Bomb 

- 

E5 3% 
5,003 feet 
2,000 foot 

0.2 50% 1,003 feet 
0.0 80% 

- 0.1 95% - 4500 feet (undergmund) " 

where 

h = height nbove terrain in 

w = bomb yield In kilotann 

1 I I 1 
* For a justification of Table II, mm the Appendix a rlefemaceo 1 
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I. CeDeral 

. 

The phrg damage area frm an atcclc ‘ccab irr mom or lam 
confined to a radius of from hdf a mile to perhaps tea riles, deper& 
$.ng OD the energy Held of the banb. If large atuaic barbs w 
det.onafAZd OD the surface, lethal cobcentzutions of residual oo~Grta_ 
ation vlll xwach out well bsyobd the thermal and blast damage 
perimeter am3 ray extend .aeveral hundred miles dounuind. ID an 
earlier report (1) dated November 1353, w stated that if UimU~gb~, 

D. C. was &xbed b a five to tsa sbgaton surface veapo~, thsa the 
oity of Bnltirkore my have to be evacuated iD order to preveDt 
eXCe8Sipb oasualtiea ti the radioactive fdll-out. It bw appears 
that our 0arlLar pmdiction was, if aDytMng, conservative. It ir 
the purpose of this nztport to evaluate the mt of fallout from 
aurface or fear 8urface burst Duclear vbapons and to ibdioate the 
&litary implications of ouch a bserd both fkom the offea8ive and 
defeDriva pointa of view, 

In the Pall of 1951, two small eta&c bmbs were detoaated at 
IfIevnda, ow on the rurfsce ux3 the other undergrcwd. These detow- 
tions produced axctssive oontamination downvbd. Unfortunately, the 
ooDtami.Dation ws measured accurately only vithin five miles of ground 
8ero. In the M.l of 1952, a large yield thermonuclear detice 
(tee mqatoas) Damed “Ivy-Hike” vas detooated on the surface of aD 
atoll island in IBiuetok. This ahot produced excessive upvi~d and 
crossvind coatamiaation, but the extent of dowwiDd contamination was 
Dot measud at all. Data available from the zacent Pacific Test 
Oporatioa CASTLE @arch 1954) ahovs coasidersble radioactive coobmin- 

atioa several hundred miles dovnviDd from a surface burst therms- 
Duclear uaapon of approximately fifteen megaton field. 

III. jUit.arv aDd Civilian Tolerance -se Standards 

CD~ of the most important reasona for uriting this report ir 
to discuss radiation tolerance doses for the military during cambat 
as compared to the existing tolerance doses for the civilian popl- 
latiaa. 

a. Backmound Rdiation 

& we all lmov, cosmic radiation from the sky and natural 
radioactivity from the soil produce a certain normal background of 
radiation through which we all live. Nonoally, the gamma-radiation 
backgrouDd at sea level Fanges from .!x to .05 millhOODt@3D8 per 
hour. At higher elevatioas the backgrowtd may be iDcreased tUo or 
three-fold. If ve go underground, the background is IY&ICUI provided 
them is DO uranium or radium ore present. As a start, theD if ue 
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vaut to protect the human race against all radioactivity, ve should 
all go live in lead mines deep underground. Us realize, hovever, 
that the mrmal rsdiatioo background of the vorld Is not aufflcient 
to cause any appreciable damage to the human body. We my be really 
aqueamiah about it and decide not to live in !lenver or in Peru or 
In Svltasrland or in other places where the elevation la slgnlfi- 
cantly above sea level in order to reduce the radiation background. 
If ve are conceded to this extent, then ve should also look at our 
radium dial vristvatches, since they too put out radiation which 
light be a8 high as 10 to 1000 times background. There is also the 
problem of x-mys for medical purposes. Every time ve take a chest 
x-my we get a certain amount of radiation in our bodies and carte 
people may consider this quite dangerous. The doctor veigha this ao- 
oalled “danger” from the x-radiation as ccmpsred to the benefits that 
the patient vi11 receive upon examination of such x-ray photographs. 
Medical practice today apparently condones the use of x-ray pictures 
and allow the administration of several roeatgens of x-rays to the 
patient in order to get such pictures. From this, it vould ha fair 
to conclude that the medical profession as a vhole today does not 
regard the administration of several roen 
dangerous. BEST AVAitABtE c&v to the patient a’ 

b. Civilian Tolerance Doses Purina Peace Tire 

Aa soon as the first atomic bwb vas detonated it became 
obvious that the vorld would be exposed to more radioactltity than 
we vere able to obtain from our x-ray machines or more radioactivity 
than nature intended for us to receive. For this reason, the Atnnic 
Energy Commiaaio~ set up sane rigid standards to control the amount 
of radiation that could ha received by vorkera in the plants of the 
AX. These standards are quite veil knovn and readily available 
from government sources. One of the basic tolerance standards states 
that a vorker of the Atomic Energy Commission should not receive 
more than 0.3 roentgena per week of normal work. This refers to 
ganaa-radiation and it refers to radiation received throughout the 
body, that is, total body radiation. There are other atanderda for 
radiation to the hands or to the feet, etc., which are higher than 
0.3 roentgena per veek. 

a* Ejvilian and Flilittwy Tolerances I)urinp: Atomic Uarfarq 

Although ve accept the Atomic Energy standards for 
radiation during peacetime, It is believed that as soon as a general 
atomic var ir initiated these standards must be revised in order to 
prosecute the var against the enemy properly, and in order to defend 
ourselves vithout undue panic which might ba caused by a auper- 
atitioua fear of the damage produced by radiation. It is quite 
difficult for the uninitiated to understand and appreciate this 
point of view. Hovever, after being exposed to many atomic tests, 
and to radiation vhlch by present peacetime standards may he 
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co~aid~d e~cessiw, SOW personnel 1~ the Air Force have learmd 
that they can bke calculated risks with radiation in orrler to 
remal~ operational daring combat. Without denying the easerhially 
ham&l affects of mjiation on the hnman body, it is possible to 
develop camon seose pmctlcal radlatioa toleraace ataDdards which 
fit the aei-gency of a given altuatiarr. The Air %rgeon has already 
ncognised this abd h as stated that at the discretioo of the Cammsbder, 
a person may receive a total body imAeotaneous doee of 100 roentgena 
without running the risk of pmduclng mdiatioa casualties. The first 
shot of CASTLE Test Operation’vhich MS held ia the Pacific during 
)larch of 1954 exposed appmxfmetely 28 Nr Force personnel and 230 
natives of Rongelap and Rongerik Islands to radiatioD vhich was 
assumed to be between 50 a~d 250 roentgena total body gamma due to 
the fallout of residual wdloactivity. This problem is disoussed 
in detail in Reference 13. After study of the effects of radiation 
OD the natives at Rongelap, it is now assumed that 200 roeatgens 
caD be givea to a military person during combat operations tithout 
unduly endangering the life of that person. It Is believed that some 
people vi11 get slightly sick temporarily if they receive 200 ro- 
eatgena of gamma radiation total body. However, during combat, a 
Commander may decide to expose his personnel to such a vhazard” If 
he caa preveat disaster by doing so. Our problem today is hov to 
indoctrinate military persoDne1 not to fear radiatioo excessively 
and yet to respect it. We find that in the Nr Force there are many 
people vho have learned this trick of avoiding as much radiation as 
possible, and yet not losing their hea3s when they have to be exposed 
to doses of from 10 to 50 roentgena. These people are few and far 
between and they have achieved this experience only after repeated 
exposures to many atomic teats. Unfortunately, we have evidence 
that there are many people in the Air Force Who are quite concerned 
about small doses of radiation. It is hoped that this report may 
help put this problem in the proper perspective. The only way we 
know of allaying the fears of personnel in this regard is to state 
the obvious over aad owr again, and to repeat Whatever has alrerdy 
been written about tolerance doses. Despite the fact that we caution 
overyone to receive as little radiation as possible, we still believe 
finnly that even if a person receives 100 to 200 roentgens total 
body instantaneous gamma radiation, he will not become a casualty. 
The problem is how to acclimatize personnel to this, or how to arke 
sure that military personnel will not panic in the face of a radlac 
instrument which is going off-scale. We have many examples durlDg 
atomic teat operations where otherwise experienced personnel have 
actually panicked when they thought they were being subjected to 
excessive dosages of radiation. The only real cure against such panic 
is to expose personnel to relatively large doses of radiation. It 
la like exposiog troops to enemy fire. We realize that Do ODC vi11 
allow us to expose a large number of people to big doses of wdlrtioD 
for purposes of ibdoctrinatlon. However, there should at least be 
some sort of a training program which realistfcally explains the 
dangers of radiation, and compares these radiation hazards, say, to 



BEST AVAIL#&&c~~~ e 
am or l broken ltn or to the hazards of a met going 

through the guts. Actually; ccmparisons of this sort Mkt it viq 
o1ea.r that radiation is the lesser of tvo OKUS. 
9lblittothisthing. 

However, them is 

If the radiation dosage goes significantly 
bsyond Jo0 msntgtns then it la as sure a klller as any bullet. So, 
our problsla Is to see that the rilitary mnn is not. mxhly afraid of 
mdiation of the levels of 25 to 250 rotntgtns, bat at the samt time 
he shouldkmu l noughthat if htistrpostdtoatottlbody~ins~- 
tamous gsama mdiatioa of 6CO to 800 romtgens, thto he Is quita 
sum to die frai such m exposum. This, again, is well kDohr9 9od 

publlshtd and Fecrdl.lr available fromuuclassifitd sourws. Wsvill 
repeat tht follovlag gamm dosage valuts for nady rtftrtncot 

loo roedgens total bodr . . . . . . Ik radiatfon sickzmss. 

xx) rotntgens total body. . . ...* 10% of txpostd ptrsomml ray show 
slight symptom9 oftempomryradi- 
ation slckntss such as a ttxxitncy 
to vanit, etc. 

600 mtntgens total body . . . . . . Will probably kill 505 of the 
ptrsonntlvithin 30 days. 

800 mentgens total body . . . . . . U!kll kill pmbebly tvoryont 
exposed uitbin 30 days. 

Ut note that there is a gap in our information between 200 mentgens 
and 600 roentgens to-1 body dose. This gap in our knovledgt is a 

c real one. Us have not exposed a statistically large number of 
human beings to dosages between ZOO and 600 roentgtns accidtntly or 
othtxvist . Therefore, we do Dot know vitb certainty just ubst the, 
response of the human being will he to such dosages. However, it 
is fair to assume that this is a danger eont, perhaps 350 to 400 
rotntgtns may kill 10% of the people so txpostd. Perhaps at soms 
fiture date, after sufficient animl experimentation has been done, 
we may have more accurate embers hert. 

d. Internal Dose as Comared to the Ikttrnal Dose 

So far, vt have bttn discussing the trttrual gt.m.m total 
body radiation that my bt rtceivtd by human beings in a short period 
of tiae. Them art also dangers of inhalation of fission products 
during fallout of radioactitity. There are also dangers of ingestion 
of fission products in the food and in the drinking water. It is 
in this region of radioactive hasards that we find the greatest lack 
of infomation and therefore the greatest tendency to par&. Our 
axperitnct 90 far, msger as it is, stem9 to iadicate that b far 
the greatest danger Is from the wcttmal gamma i-adiation; This 
was proved over again during Operation CASTLE (13). In the ISlaDdS 
of Ftmgelap approxdmattly tvo hundrtd aativts were txpostd to 
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fallout after vhich time they stayed in the same area for two days 
before they vem evacuated. During these two days they drank 
contas5nated water. As a matter of feet, they actually drank vater 
which vee covered ulth the gray %DoV" or %ist" vhlch fell dovn on 
the i&and. This meam that they uere drinklng active fission 
products together with the gray coral of the Island8 that ves brought 
up to high altitudes by the atanic erplosicms and which subsequently 
fell out upon-the inhabited island of lbngelap, Rongerik, etc. These 
people aleo ate food that was exposed to the fallout. Nevsrtheloss, 
according to lieferenca 13 there vere DO internal mdiatioD hazards. 
This ibdicates once again that it is best to assmne that if you are 
not exposed to excessive radiation fm gassse rays, that if you do 
Dot receive fms 400 to 600 roeotgeas of instantaneous v mdia- 
tion, you should not fear vhat might be getting iota your 1uIlgs by 
inhalation nor should you fear excessively vhat is getting into your 
stcaPech b iDptiOD. Paradoxically, if a person bas received m 
roentgens of gsssna, his chances of survIva1 are so slim that he need 
not worry about the ingestion or Inhalation hazard. This is e 
general rule which apparently se- to hold despite the fact that we 
reaUze the theoretical objections of Introducing such fission 
products into the body. In later sections you vi11 see that anirsls 
vere flovn through atomic clouds ar~I allowed to ingest the fission 
products directly and yet the inhalation and ingestion dose VBB 
found to be insignificant (Reference 2). We have exposed other 
animals in other Test Opemtions. lotably, during JANCIE Test 
Opemtion (34) animals vere exposed to the fallout and they too 
showed DO interaal radiation despite the fact that they were sxposed 
to lethal doses of gm rays. All this is meant to put befon the 
reader the available dets from past Test Cpemtione, and to stress 
that, as a tie, protection against radiation hazard i8 priararily 
against the external gascoa my dose. If ve believe this, then it 
simplifies our problem, and it also siuplifies the problem of defense 
during atomic varfan. The succeeding sections vill show that in 
an atomic war if malti+egaton bombs are exploded on the surface, 
then large areas of the country vill be exposed to lethal concen- 
trations of rsdioactivity. Even if people take adequate counter- 
measures against this radioactivity* they must come back aad live in 
areas vhich have relatively high concentrations of fission prOducts. 
This means that the background dose -till be increased a hundred fold, 
or possibly a thousand fold, and yet ve vi11 be forced to live under 
such circux&.ances. Certainly, the ?sdeml Civil Defense and the 
Ato&? Energy Ccnmnbsion vil.l have to devise new stabdan of 
tolerance to raeet such e horrible emergency during total atomic uer- 
fars. &uever, this is a problem for agencirs outside of the 
Defense Dspartmeat end beyond the scope of this report. It is merely 
mentiwed here to indicate that during varfare, the military and 
civilian tolerancss say not bs 00 fer apart after all. 

. 
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IV. Dosage to AIrcrews Ptaetmtinn Y~IM Atcmic Clouds 

a. During UPSROT-QJCR'FK)It Atcmic Tort Opsmtion, a project var 
established to measure the dosage vlthln the young attic cloud by 
mans of oanniste~ aud dmned aImraft (2). The results shoved that 
dosage acoamPlatecl uaa 1088 than 50 mentgens for the flight of an 
iircrattt~afarrrirra~oldolaPd~a~bof26~vhen 
the rpeed of the aiwmf’t va8 400 botr. I&me rates vithia the cloud 
lwq@ frca 38,cm r/km to 7300 r/k vhen time0 of eatry ruled km 
2.7 to 5.2 minutea. The average do8e rrb in a aloud va8 reqxwanted 

W 

321 this equation time, t, I8 given In m.i.mtee after bomb detonation, 
and average dosage, 0, In meatgene per hour. Beference 2 indicates 
that thi8 Equation applJe8 for the time period of 2.5 to 25 mimtes 
after hb detonation. To prepare thi6 aqtmtion, Referen 2 wed 
not only the UPSACT-KNCTHOIE, but alro the GREEXIOUSE data available 
at the time. Recently, plonk and Stretle (3) h.ave 8hovn that for 
CASTLE data, the follovlng mlation l ppli88: 

Equation 2 Is 8aid to be valid for time8 fran tvo hour8 to rix hours 
after bcmb detonation. u8iDg &_UatiOD 2, &3-D StOdO Of SE ha6 
8houn that in order to get 170 roentgen8 acctnuulated dosage, the 
cloud rhould not be penetrated 8arlier than thirty minutes after bomb 
burst, if the cloud diameter or the rtem diameter la ten ml100 In 
length. Sfmilmly, the timer l m 35 and 45 lPimte8 for fifteen and 
fifty mile cloud dtieter8. fa thir analyris it va8 a88umed that the 
nctivity vithib th8 cloud -8 ttnifom thmU&mt. ft tin be 8hown in 
8Ub8eqUBnt 8eCtiOD8 that iOr I 8UX'fWO bunt BegatOn 7i8ld W88pOll, 
the rtem may hav8 10 to 20 t-8 th8 motivity per unit volume when 
Compared to the rpeaiffo rotivity of the mu8hroomr 

b. It $8 our opinion that th8n ir a good phyrical explmatfon 
vhy there ir a break In th8 owve of do8age rate with tim8 vithin the 
aloud, a8 8hoM in Cquationr 1 md 2 above, Tb8 l xpl8n8tion of thir 
ph8amena is to be found in th8 fact that for rurfac8 or tovbr 8hOt8 
oonsiderab?o mcmnt of rand and roil d8brir ir rucked Up into the 
aloud and it 18 eventually OoSted with fission product8 which later 
fall out due to their own patity. Colonel Plnron (2); durin&e 
Operation UPSHOT-KNOTHO& mearured the doee rate vithin the cloud 
which vas burst high enough to be oonsidered a pure air burst. Under 
these circmbtance8, there vere DO l CtiV0 roil particle8 to be found 
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in the mwhroom of the cloud. -Therefore, it is our opinion that if 
gOlODe Piman bsd usad only the UPSEIOT-mOIJ drtr,he may have 
fouud that dose IBM 16 only 6 Lamar f~nctlon'of time rather thaD 
a 6econd power of the'time. The GREZ3HOUSJ data, which he also wed, 
~8s based primarily on tower rhots. Considering the rtlstlvely lov 
height of the towers tith the field6 involved in GREXHHCHJSE test 
Operation, it becomes obaow that8 cOnsiderable amouDtofthe total 
activity of the bmb vas scavenged out by the soil particles which 
uere fir6t mixed with the fireball and then rubseqnently fell out. 
It Is our opinioa that it was thi.6 phenmena tich changed the doso 
rate relation from 6 &ear f+motioa of tiw to a tunction of the 
record power of time. It I6 rigr&flcant that durfng CASTIJ! Test 
Operation (vhlch had nothing but surface shotr) the timt lslation 
to dosage is 8 pwer of four, a8 rhoun ID &u&ion 2. I belAeve this 
16 because during 6urface rrhots, appmdmately 80% of the total 
residual activity of the b-b 16 coated on large coil particles vhlch 
subsequently fall out of the banb. Therefore, If one were to measure 
the change of dosage vith time vithin the 6tem of such a cloud, he 
would find that the dosage decreaeed very rtrongly with time. Thir 
ie tmceuse of the linear expaaeion of the cloud aud also because of 
the normal decay of fission products; but more ixportmtly, this is 
because the majority of the rerridual radioactivity of the bomb ir 
falling out of the rtem md is being depo6ited on the ground. Upon 

6ome reflection of the6e rrquenoe of l vent6, it becomes obvious that 
the do60 rate varie6 with time la a very oompllcated fashion. As a 
metter of fact, the exponent of time, t, must itself be a variable 
with time. In view of these oanplicating facto=, and because it is 
practically impossible to g5ve any quantitative answers to the chaqe 
in the size of the cloud with time due to eddy diffusion a.nd due to 
wind shears, it is our opinian that another approach ehould be made 
to this problem. 

BE& AVAlLABLE COPY - 
c. It may be possible to approximate the Integrated dosage that 

may be received by the pilot without recourse to a dose rate equation. 
In order to develop thir therrir, it will be aseumed that the volume 
of an atamic cloud is proportioml to the yield. Cnce this assumption 
16 made, it becomes obvlour that the dose rate vithin 6UCh a uaifom 
atomic cloud 16 independent of ylsld. It is believed that such an 
aesmption 56 a v&Ud obe 60 long i6 the cloud remains tithin the 
troposphereaDd the bomb is bur6t high above the target, Le., a true 
airburst. This means that we are talking about weapon yields ranging 
from wall bomb6 to bomb yield6 of aeveral hundred kilotons. Hov- 
ever, when we go Into the megaton yield mmge, the body of the cloud 
rises significantly into the rtratosphere. vhen this happens M are 
Dot certain whether volume of cloud remein6 exactly proportional to 
the yield. Because of the more nearly Isothermal di6tributiOD in 
the rrtratosphere, the cloud ri6e in the vertical direction Is reverely 
damped a6 compared to the rate of rise in the troposphere. Prom this 
we can conclude that a cloud which rises rignificantly into the 
atmtosphere must be somewhat flattened and quite elongated in the 



horlaoatal direction and shorteDed in the vertical direction. 
Refereaces 4 and 5 make it possible for us to cuupere the depth of 
the mwhwxn of the etcmic cloud for different yield atomic 
weapons l Specificfdfy, we have chosen for study the cloud ti 
UPSHCYLlU8XHOfE, rhot 9 which wad oDe of the clouds Successhilly 
penettited by Colonel Pinson’s unit (Reference 2). This cld 
will thea be cured to the clotxi dimeasioD of the first rhot of 
CASTLE Test Operation. In Tetle I, ve have listed the actual 
chmi di.mensio~r a8 cc~@ared to the extrapolated data. 

Table I 

Yield 
iD = 

Tim after 
Bomb Deton- 

atiOD 
(Unutea) 

ClOUd &MM3iODE 

Volume of Depth of 
Mushroom ?bShroOEl IfuShro~ 

in cubic ft. Diameter iD ft. 
iD ft. 

7.3 x loll 12800 8500 

8X1& 1550x 

4x1& 105ooo 70003 

* Mxwpolated data assuming volume ir’ proportioaal to yield. 

It should be remembred that the extrapolation is made OD the 
aaaumption that volume of cloud ir proportioadl to the yield of the 
bomb. A study of Table I indicator the extrapolation overestimnter 
the depth of the mu&room and underestimates the maximm diameter 
of the mushroom, hut we were able to anticipate this earlier by 
rtrting that elouda rising into the dtratosphere would have a tendency 
to flatten out and to epread in a lateral directioa in order to 

pre8ex-m aloud volume, It rhould be Doted that the extrapolated cloud 
volume ia one half of the actual cloud volume for the firSt rhot of 
CASi’IE Teat Cperatlon. We are hot oertain at thir time whether thlS 
diSorepancy in vo1ume.A~ a real one or whether it ia an artifact 
fntroduoed by the’darror we have made in estimating the actual volume. 
It muat be rememberG33kat at the present time we only have rate of 
rim and maximum cloud dlaker and cloud height iafonnatioa in 
Referenoe 5. It irr rignifioant t0 note that E&C hati not yet mado 
any official l stimatea of the volume of the oloudr frm CASTLt tort 
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operation. 
m- 

It is Dot clear to me vhctber the data gathemd duriag 
Project 9.1 of CASTLE Teat Operation is mafficlently etienrlve~ to 
lndi~te cloud vohm accurately. Uo must auait the decision of 
!&&i iD thi8 titter. It ruy be that the cloud volume for the CASTIG 
BRAVO rhot appeam larger because of ths axcsraive moirture pm#ent 
ia the l taosphem in the ~ciflc tort rite as aaaparad to the very 
IOU a.mOUnt Of moirrtum PrMeDt DOW in the derwt rt &vada 
Rvdng Gdet. 

d. Amod vlth the above infamation, It la DOU porrlhh for 
01 to mke a flrat l pproAr&ion of the iDtegrat@d dosage mceived 
bythepifotandthe l lrcrwvhram alrplanc goes through a 
nlatively young atailc aloud. Cur rearonlng ir aa follouar If 
the c1orrd roltmte is proportional to field then the diameter of the 
cloud murt be proportional to the oube root of the field. If this 
is true, then the time spent within the radioactive cloud by an 
airplane 10 proportional to the cube root of the field aleo. This 
relation is indicated below: 

whsmD= done l ooumulatd vithin the cloud 

W=bombpield. 

However, it should be noted thet Quetlon 5 doe8 not comect for the 
different lenfihs of time spent b the aircmf't within the radio- 
l otive aloud. To correat for this effeot Equation 6 below is glvoar 

- - - Nwtion 6 

them t - a' Time of rtart of aircraft penetration into claud 

tb = T~DH of exit of aircraft from cloryi 

It should be noted that &u&ions 5 a& 6 assume that the airplane 
penetrates the ~~~shroom of the cloud at its marimrrrr diameter. The 
aloud fraaD a fifteen m baplb would rise to llO,ooO feat; The IMX& 
mum dianrster of the larashrcom vould be 70,ooO to 80,ooO feet above sea 
level and the diameter would be about 150,ooO feet in length (5). 
Present day aircraft traveling at altitudes of 30,000 to 40,ooO feet 

16 





Percentage Fkllout as a Rmctioo 
of scaled Hoi@, ;i ,wben 

a= 
4 

ZqGp 

h=bur&heightinfestabcmtermin 

v = tohl banb field in lUlotor~t~ 

A PwceDt.age Rust Height Above Terrain 
?allout for 15 m Bomb 

1.0 0% 5Oa3 feet 

0.45 30% 2ooo feet 

0.2 50% lan feet 

0.0 m 0 

- 0.1 95$ . - 450 feet (mdergrcw 
* 

* For a justification of Table II, me the Appendix tmd Reference8 1 
and 6. 

It is our belief that relatively few airplanee would go through the 
center of the cloud during combat operationa. Host aircraft would go 
right or left Of center and practically all aircraft till go below 
the center of mlti-cnegatoo oloudr, L& ua ammo that the tind at 
flight altitude (40,000 feet) ir from the vea! and at 40 knotr. If 
the mme target ia to be hit by roveral rtriks aircraft at interva~r 
of fifteen minutes, the aloud center at the 40,000 ft. level till be 
ten nautical mile8 east of the target. If the delivery tactic emplojn 
mm&mum breakaway maneuver then the second atrike aircraft cannot go 
through the coater of the firat cloud, provided the recond tireraft 
at 40,OOC feet has a tail wind, and provided the first aircraft,did 
aot make a groer l rxw of missing hir target by ten milm. Since the 
wind direction at flight altitude is known, it la reconuneaded that all 
delivery aimraft l pproaoh the target from ouch l .direction as to have 
tail vlndr at bombing altitude. Thir ir becawe the vlndr may have 
rtrong direotional rhearr at different altitudes, but usually at a 
given height the wlndr rhou oonaiderable per~i&eace both in dfnctlon 
and la apeed. During bad veather, the winds et 40,OOC feet would 
aormally not b offooted by frontal oondltions becaurre few rtorma 
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reach such a height. It is presumed thet the tropopause is rignlficcmt- 
ly above (An tropics) or below (in the arctic) the 40,000 foot level. 
To take max3mm adraatage of pcmirtent tiD?r, it io kst Dot to bomb 
at tbe altftnde of the tropqmuse. In the titer at Russian latituder, 
the tmpopause may get down to 20,000 to 25,000 feet above wan rea 
level abd in the rmrmrer It rises to 25,OOO to 35,000 feet. 

l . Table III lists dosages received when atank clouds frees 
different field baabs m pedr&d b MIX& alICFl+t. fir Table 111, 
whavs al80 %Ddlcated the- dose that ccrtlld be received by the 
aimzeu arstaning that the clod grows In dimensions in all directions, 
amm late, 30 to 60 ml~ute8 after banb detonation. This gives the 
vakier tinder "tb mu" UJ& "'D B&@ colmms of the Table. For exsmple, 
if the l!M aloud is peaetmted 30 minutes after bcmb detonation at 
a flight altitude of 30,000 feet abom 8ea level, then the dare 
accumulated by the arev vould be fran 105 to 300 mdgeD8. If t&e 

aloud 18 peDetrated 45 abnd-88 after bmb detonation, then dase vou3d 
be 40 to 206 l'OODtgOD8, l d fiDal4, ifthetime 18 timioUta8 after 
bomb detonation, then the dose would ba 15 to 80 roeDtgeD8. &ie 
significant fact 18 that if the flight altitude could be increased to 
60,033 feet or 70,003 feet ml, thee the dosage would bs only 5 to 15 
roeDtgeas for a 30 laiDute penetration, provided the 15MT bomb i8 
sud'ace detonated. It is hoped that at sane futum date this 
hypothesis could be tested daring an atomic operation. Tkble IV 
ahovs the effect of different height8 of burst upon integreted dosage. 
It shows that as the burst height is iocreased to man nearly a tme 
airbumt, then peaetrations at 60,ooO to ‘7C,ooO feet wmld produce 
maxbmm dosages. Also 
5,000 ft. above target f 

for airbmnts of 15W MapOD (bud height 
flight altitudes of 20,ooO to 40,ooO feet 

would give mi~lmwn dosage to the aircrev, according to onr celcnla- 
tiOD8 a8 list&d in Table IV. It is mandatory that at the oext 
atomic test operation in the Pacific (BEDDING), the dosage accum- 
lated by aircrew penetrclting multi-megaton weapons be determined 
experimentally. The importance of this parameter to the SAC atomic 
delivery operations cannot be overestimated. It is recmnnended that 
an attempt be made to penetrate such clouds first by iastmnented 
drones, and then by mnned aircraft starting at H + 2 hours abd 
reducing the time down to H + 1 hour or even to H + 30 minutes, if 
possible. 
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Plight 
Altitude 
AbOV6 
III61 
ThOU66Dd6 
of Feet 

h 

TABfE III 

Dosage Acmumht6d in Passing through a 15MT Cloud at Dlffereaf Altitudor for 
Different Times of Cloud Penetration by an Aircraft whose True Air Speed lr 
400 I(nOt6, 

m 

Time of 
Cloud 
Peaetratloa 
iu ?4iDUt66 
after Bomb 
Detonation 

3 
Imgthof 7 
plight Path 
Through 
Cloud iD 
ThODlWDd6 Of 
Ibat 

Sp6olf lo 
Aotivity 

17.3 
17.3 
17.3 
17.3 
17.3 
17.3 
17.3 
17.3 
17.3 

iiF 
10: 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 

Time Spent Cama 
la ClOud 
(MblUtO6) 

DOsag 
Aouwmalatad 
in Cloud iD 
R0entgm6 

93 I Dmla tb - 

1.72 
1.72 
1.72 
1.72 
1.72 
1.72 
1.72 
1.72 
1.72 
1.72 
1.72 
1.72 

33: 
3. 

7 
MaximrnTinr 
Spent In 
Maorgmnised 
Cloud 

I 

M6xbumo6ma 
h6age that I 
Qv ?m 
Aocumulated 
WI110 in 
Cloud 

D- 



BABL% pJ 

&me -ten ar Table III, altering only the burst height 
l nd he@8 tiJfie Of penetration oomtaat at 30 minute8 tier 
borpb dotonetion, 2 8 Burnt height rbove ta et in thourmdr 
of teat 

8~s~ AVAILABLE copv 

: 30 68.7 

: z 30 ::; 0 

1" 4O iii? 
2 i: 6817 
5 40 0 

I I 
I I 

0 1 z ii% 
2 68:7 
5 z 0 

0 60 120. 

1 2 E E 
5 60 150. 

17.3 
10. 

i" 

17.9 
10 
5 
0 

17.3 
10 

: 

17.3 
10 
5 
0 

tb tin 

i:n, 
1.72 
0 

1.72 

i:Z 
0 

i:n" 
1.72 
0 

1.72 
1.72 
1.72 
0 

; 

; 

;*;; 
;:;; 

. 

10s 
60 : 
30 5 
0 0 

z- 
95 ; 
45 
0 ii 

L45 
07 ; 
4.5 5 
0 0 

2; 99 
40 9 
50 10 

5 

ii 
iii 

100 ;: 

E 
90 
0 

450 
270 
130 
0 

400 
240 
120 
0 

;: 
120 
170 

25 
250 
400 
300 

. * In the development of Eqoatioaa 6 and 7, Referencer 10 and 11 wore 
ooamllted. Rowever, our equations are limited otily to values of 
ratior of total dosages accumulated in olouds, vhioh rimplifiee 

. ,the problem for u. 

&I 
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V. &DtaCt Bets H828xd to HaDds of Maintenance Personnel Hs&liDq; 
coDtamiDatad &z&e Part8 

a. During opemtion GHEEIVHOUSE (7) the beta-gsnlns ret10 of 
fission product8 vas found to be 157. According to BreDnan (8) the 
cootact beta-gamma ratio could be theoretically as high as 200. Thir 
l pplie8 to the case of fiseloa products uniformly distributed over 
a~ iDfinite pl8De. Obaously, if the be%a-gam~ rat3o ir msasurad 
over a mmll object vhich has a relatively mml.l surface araa then 
ths ratio vauld be incressad considerably. It rhould bs Doted, hov- 
ever, that even though the beta-gamma ratio 18 thus lncreassd, the 
beta ooatact hazard Is decreased. Tersei (9) and the refereDces in 
his nport give a relation of the gsnsna dose rats reading at contsct 
vhsD fission, products are spread over objects tith different 8urface 
areas. 

b. When an airplaat goes through aa atomic clotd, It becomes 
coated vith fissian products throughout the outer skin, and throughout 
the inside of the engiDe8 of the aircraft. A8 the airplane leaves 
the cloud, the air stream vashes a coosiderable amount of co~taud~a- 
tion off the outer 8ki~ of the aircraft. Hovever, those portions of 
the skin that are easy or dirty vill eDtrap larger amounts of 
fission products which may Dot be easily %irwsshedn by the motion of 
the aircraft. ID a similar fashion, fission products contaminate 
the oily and greasy engine parts vhich tend to mtain these 
CODtamfDUkS quite OffiCieDtly. Upoa laDding, if the aircraft Is 
monitored by a ganxns indicating device such as the T-LB (aov called 
PDR39) then the gamma rsy reading vill be somevhat less than that 
from an infinite pkIe CODtaminatiOD, especially if the aircraft is 
8mall. Hovever, most aircraft present quite a large surface ama 
to the T-l& It vi11 be assumed that this surface area is appxwi- 
mutely 100 rquare feet. If the T-18 is held three feet away from the 
surface, then the ratio of gsmms reading on the surface of the aircraft, 
as compared to the instmeot reading, would be three. If this read- 
ing is one roentgen per hour, thea the bets contact dose could be 
theoretically as high as 600 beta rap per hour. Hovever, there is DO 
raason OD earth vhy the T-lB could Dot be held one and a half feet 
from the airwaft18 surface. If this is done, then the contact gausna 
reading would bs only 1.3 times the instxument rsading. This meaDs 
the maximum contact beta rap reading would be 260. If the- T-lB i8 
held 80 that the center of the iastrumeot chamber 1s Dine to ten 
iDches above the airplane’s Ilurface, then the gearma contact readiDg 
would bs the same as the T-1B reading, hence, the maximum beta rep 
contact reading wuld bs 200, if the T-1B indicates a dose rate of 
oDe roentgea per hour of gamma. 

c. Actually, the hman skin has a cutaneous layer of at least t 
0.1 millimeters (8) vhich absorbs a certain amount of the soft betas 
frcsn fiSSiOD products. Also, the 011 and grease absorb a lot of the 
betas so that it is anticipated that this vould reduce the beta-gansna 



. 

. 

. 

ratio MIA below 200 on a large aircraft engine part. Brenmn (8) 
found a msximm bets-gsnnm ratio of approximately 5 uhe~ he masumd 
thir ratio only four ioches froz the ground. It ir our opinion that 
the be ta-gaDsna ratio, vhea expel-imentally detetined, during 

6 Opemti D TEAPcT in the Spring of 1955 (project 2.8) vould probsbly 
be less than 50 for operational aircraft. This Is the beta-gama 
ratio from an iafinite plane vhere the surface under comideration is 
the grmsy portions of the aimraft. For small engine parts of such 
aircraft the ratio vould be increased in accordance vith the relations 
given by Refereace 9. time, if a mmll object is taken out of an 
aircraft eng%ne part, the beta-gams ratio would be aa IxSicatod in 
Table V. lknn am inspection of Tablo V, we see that if the contact 
dose is to be measured on a very wall object, then a probe type 
radiac inatnrmeD,t would be best. It may even be better to develop 
ur accurate beta4Her of the probe type. Eouever, operationally 
it would be impractical to measure the beta contact dose on each a~cl 
erery small engine part in the field. First of all, to perform such 
a delicate operation, the suspected parta must be handled. If the 
small engine part is *dangerous n to handle, then in order to measure 
the beta contact hazard accurately, ve expose the hs~ds of our 
personnel to this danger before we find out whether it Is dangerous. 
We my get around this by using tongs or remote handling equlpnent, 
but we can't inagine the employment of such a procedure operationally. 

d. It is recommended that either the T-1B gauana iDdicating 
instrument or the PDB27 (gauana plus “betas) indicating instrument of 
the presently authorized Radiec Kit be employed to determine the beta 
contact hazard on the most CODtamiDated eagine parts of the aircraft 
as follows: 

(1) As the airplane land s, monitor it with the T-1B 
instrument. If it Is suspected that the airplane may 
have penetrated a young atomic cloud approrLmately 
sixteen hours ago, then if the T-1B nading Is gnater 
than one ~~t~tge~ per hour, either the aircraft should 
be allowed to stand twenty-four hours and then handled 
with gloves or it should be decontaruiaated first 
before handling. If Done of the above procedures are 
operationally practical in a given rituatim, maiDten- 
ante crews should be asked to wear gloves and to wipe 
the gresse off their haads repeatedly with rags and 
wash as soon as practical after finishing the mainten- 
a~ce vork. The reasoning behind the above procedure 
Is as follow: A study of Reference 23 shows that the 
highest interaal concentration on engine parts is 
approximately ten to twenty times the outside contamin- 
ation when the aircraft has penetrated a young atcanic 
cloud. It ia assumed that the beta-gamma ratio is 
approximately fifty for objects vith large surface 
areas. If the T-1B is held one foot away from the 
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'T-ABLE V 

Eettimate of the Contact Beta Rep kse Rrte on Contm~neted mljectr 
of Vmlous Cress-Sectional Areas vhen the Gamma Ibse Rate Reading 
18 lr/hr l t Various Distmces frcu the Contminsted Object. 

h 

3 feet 
3 feet 
3 fad 
3 feet 
3 feet 

1 foot 
1 foot 
1 foot 
1 foot 
1 foot 

l/2 ft 
l/2 ft 
l/2 ft 
l/2 ft 
l/2 ft 

l/6 ft 
l/6 ft 
l/6 ft 
l/6 f% 
116 ft 

s/6 ft 
l/6 ft 
116 ft 
116 ft 
1/6 ft 

A 

Irlflaltely lge 
1OOrq ft 
10 

0.: 

(-,, 

10 
1 

0.5 

%b) 
10 

3.; 

%? 
10 
1 

0.5 

(YlG? 
10 

0.3 

ID 
2% 

0.4 
2.5 

1E 
200 

0.3 
1 

1: 
27 

0.2 
0.8 
1.5 

ss 

0.05 
0.4 
0.8 
1.5 
2 

0.01 
n.1 
0.2 

0"'; 

Wax B rep 

- 
60 

zz 
3000 
5400 

1: 

1E 
1600 

2 

: 
60 
80 

1Z 
750 

1E 

15 
50 
150 
750 
1350 

10 

+; 
250 
400 

2.5 
20 
40 

1; 

0.5 

1: 
15 
20 

l refers to PDR27 Instrument with Bata Shield open. All other readings 
are for T-1B Instrument. 
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Explanation of Qdd.s ID Tame Vr 

h - distance betveen contaminated object ~IXJ Badiac Instnment. 

A = Surface &m of CoDtamiaated Object in rrquam feet. 

~~Batioofcontactgama madingto madingatrert,ical distance 
rh p above the object 

NhXBI9p=ThO~ Contact Beta rep UpoD the object, assuming 

HeaD 

no shielding ti DO self absorption (Le. ass&g the Beta-- 
guma ratio has a value of 200 for a contamimtai IafiMte plane). 

Brep~The contact Beta repupon the contaminated object, 
aeeming that shielding d self absorption rmiuce the theoreti- 
cal Beta-gams ratio by a factor of 4. (It is hoped that after 
TEAWf, the sxperimeatal Beta-GazmPa ratio on a contaminated 
airoraft engine vi11 be obtained. It is our opiniorr that vhen 
this is done, it vi11 be foumd that shielding ard self absorption 
reduce the theomtioal beta gamms ratio by a factor of 5 to 10. 
This meam that here ve are being conserv+ive in assuming the 

leading edges of the aircraft then the gamut reading 
on the T-1B would be the ssme as the contact gamma 
reading. Therefore, the mxLmm beta dose rep on the 
most contaminated engine part vould be approximetely 
500 to loo0 times the indicated T-U mading, provided 
the airplane lands on friendly territory at H + 16 
houra. This means that for a T-1B reading of lr/hr 
the most contaminsted engine part vould ahov a contict 
reading of SOOto1OOObeta repperhour. If the 
airplane is alloved to stand tventy-four hours nfter 
it laads on friendly territory, the beta rep dose rate 
would be reduced fram loo0 to 310 or from 599 to 120. 
If the me~chanics~ haxb remain in contact vith the 
engine parts for a period of one hour (after vhich 
he vashes his ha&s) then the total contact bets dose 
to the hands vould not be greater than that given by 
the folloving relation: 

+a 
D t, = R - lQllation 10 
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When the proper values are aubstituted in Equation 10, 
we see that the bets rep dose is 440. This means 
that beta rep dose will be iens $&JJ 440. At this 
time, we don’t know how much less. We hope that after 
Operation ?lkPOT m will have 80~ quantitative datr 
on this rubject. It i8 l 88umed th!at 600 to 1000 b&l 
rep is the skin erythema dole. Thus we 1w that even 
ior the most contaminated engine part, the beta rep 
dose i8 less than the erythema dose. There la some 
ovidonce that the beta decay for 
l t-2 relation Instead of the t’ lpy” 

ion reaponr folhvr 
l decay used io 

Lquation 10. If at future test operation8 this lo 
found to be true, then the beta rep dose to the hands 
would be reduced rlgnilicantly below the value of 440 
rups given in the above emmplo. As l matter OS fact, 
oa 

$ 
culation shows that if beta particles decay a6 

t- , then in one hour the beta dose rep would be less 
than 10 reps. If there are contaminated engine parts 
laying around that are suspected of being contaminated, 
then the PDR2’7 should be used with the beta shield open, 
and the probe should be held as close to the contamin- 
ated object as poesible. Under such circumstances, an 
Inspection of Table V shows that the indicated PDW7 
reading would be only @O of the contact ganma reading, 
even though the surface area presented by the contamln- 
ated engine part is only half a square foot. 

. 
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VI. MlliW Counter-measures Against the Radioactive Hazards 

Despite the fact that large ureas In our country vill be highly 
contaminated because of the radioactive fallout from atomic bombs, 
it ie oww+ion that adequate military counter_Preasuree against 
this radlatlon hazard could be obtained by relatively simple laethode. 
In general term, the following sequence of events for proper coi-nter- 
measures again&the radioactivehazard are suggested: 

It is possible to obtain some early warning of the probable 
area of fallout-from the existing upper air-tie. -This would indicate 
whether or not the Air Base is in the downvind direction from a 
likely twget area on a given day. This could easily bs done by 
eippply plotting the upper air wlnds in a radex or fallout plot form 
somewhat aa Indicated in Figures IA, 18, 2, 3,1, 7 ard 8. In Figure 
IA, the vinds are victorially plotted head to tail on, and the vinds 
are weighted to show the relative amounts of time that each particle 
spends tithin a given layer in the atmosphere. The method of fall- 
out plotting is given in much more detail in references 19 and 20 
and in Section A of the Appendix. It is recommended that the radex 
plots be used ae follovs: Draw a circle with a radius of 300 miles 
around the Air Bose, then plot the winds in all quadrants from any 
likely target -8, and determine whether any or all of these r4ex 
plots show the Air Base to be in a dovnwind path. See Figure 11. 
If your Air Base is in the dounvix3 path, then at least some 
uarning could be had that there is a possibility of being sub- 
jected to radioactive fallout. This in itself should be of some 
help to the Commander. If it is desired to determine the exact 
fallout iscdose lines before fallout begins, it would be necessary 
to know the exact location of the targets, the exact yields of the 
bombs and a very exact indication of the height of burst of the 
bomb above the target. It is obvious that such a large amount 
of information vill probably not be available during combat opera- 
tions. &en if all this information about the target, the yield, 
the height of burst, etc., is accurately known, there would be 
still quite a bit of uncerta3nty as to the exact area of fallout 
because of the inherent instability of the atmosphere. It should 
be remembered that a plot of the fallout area based on upper air 
witis is subject to many errors because of the many simplifying 
assumption8 made. These assumptions are that the Stoke's Law of 
fallout is valid and that the winds remain constant in direction 
and speed throughout the fallout period which may last from half an 
hour to fifteen hours after bomb detonation. It also assumes that 
the vind direction and speed are the same throughout the downvind 
fallout area. An analysis of former Atomic Test Operations shows l 

that, for tower and surface shots the radex plot varies + 15 tc 20 
degrees from the position computed by the upper air win& at H-3 
hours. For further discussion of this aspece refer to the Appendix. 
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It is recommended that with the winda available et any leather 
Station it is possible only to indicate the correct qusdrent of 
fallout. It may even be possible to irxlicate within which half of a 
quadrant the fallout will occur. This means the t we must use the 
fallout plot merely as an Mication of the general area of the 
anticipated fallout. In view of this limitation, it Is considered 
unwise to attempt to plot accurately the actual iaodoae linea of 
the contamination pattern within a given radex plot. Upon post 
analyaia, when the winds aloft information is available throughout 
the fallout area, then it may be possible to accurately delineate 
the fallout arm. It should be noted, however, that time and space 
variation of the winds must be taken into account and a time 
composite radex plot must be prepared which is very time consuming 
(see Appendix). Such accurate wind data is not available until 
after the event has occurred. Once the Commander ia alerted to 
the possibility of fallout, ha should have the radiation instruments 
available at various places within the Air Base to aee whether the 
radioactive hazard ecutally develops. As indicated above, it may 
easily pass north or south of the Air Base and miss the Air Base by 
aa much as fifteen to twenty degrees. Once the fallout begins, it 
ia immediately obvious whether the contamination will be excessive 
or not because the maximum dose 
after the start of fallout (See 
below, Table VII, and Section 4 
in this matter. 

rate la reached relatively fast 
Figure 10). See Sections d and f 
of Appendix for greater details 

By dispersal we mean the immediate evacuation of personnel 
and airplanes from the Air Base. This cannot be started after the 
fallout has begun. It is our opinion that preparations for immediate 
departure or dispersal of aircraft from a given Air Base must be 
started previous to the start of the radioactive fallout. This 
could easily be accomplished by the early warning net mentioned above. 
If the Air Baae is under threat of radioactive fallout, then those 
aircraft and personnel that are to be immediately evscuated must 
be ready to go within a matter of minute6 after the radiac inatru- 
menta show the start of significant amounts of fallout. I would want 
to caution you at this point that if the dose rate is simply 
increased to a value of five to ten times background, or even 
10,000 times background, there is no need for dispersal or evacu- 
ation to shelters. As a metter of fact, very large areas would 
normally receive such small amounts of radioactivity. For details 
on what intensities should be considered significant to cause 
dispersal or evacuation, one should refer to Table VII. As a rule, 
if radioactive fallout beg%na at approximately three to five hours 
after shot time and if the dose rate does not rise above lr/hr, 
then it is not recommended that there be any dispersal or evacuation 
because, the integrated dose to personnel at the Air Base probably 
would not exceed ten to thirty roentgena at the moat. If the dose 
rate reaches a value greater than 100 r/hr (when fallout begins at 
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H + 4 hours) then it IS ~commended that personnel be evacuated to 
shelters. If the fallout begins ten to fifteen hours after shot 
time, then personnel should not be evacuated unless the dose rate 
reaches a value significantly above % roentgms per hour. For 
further details consult able VII. .It nray be.necesssry to evacuate 
to shelters thoee peisonnel that are not required for the immediate 
mission of the Air Base, even If the dose rate is significantly 
below those mentioned above, in order to keep to a minimum the total 
dosage received by all personnel within the Air Base. However, this 
again Is a Commnd decision. 

c. Shelter3 

Shelters against the radioactive hazard need not be 
expensive constructions nor do they have to be complicated or fancy. 
The shelter must provide three to five feet of dirt between the person 
and the source of radioactivity. This could be achieved by base- 
ments, sub-basements, fox-holes, and the like, vhich put a certain 
amount of dirt between the military person and the surface of the 
ground. It Is recommended that people be shielded as much as possible 
in all directions including the vertical. There need not be air- 
conditioning, there need not be filters, nor air-tight seals to doors 
and windows of the shelters. There need not be cooking, messing or 
sanitary facilities within such shelters. There need not be storage 
of food in such shelters. In other vords, it is our opinion that the 
shelters should be merely cells with a certain amount of dirt all 
around then to protect a person for a period of from six to twelve 
hours after fallout has begun. Six hours after fallout has begun a 
person may go upstairs and king some food down. He may go upstairs 
for sanitary purposes for a short period of time without receiving 
excessive dosages provided he has waited approximtely six hcurs 
after the start of fallout. Under no circumstances should such 
personnel be allowed to go out-of4oors during the active fallout 
period when the dose rate has the large values mentioned in Section 
babove . It is believed that active fallout may last from 5 to I2 
hours. 

d. Decontminat ion 

Aircraft and airbase decontamination should be conducted 
after the acute dangers of the immediate fallout problem have been 
overcome. It Is anticipated that this would occur tvelve hours 
after fallout began under most circumstances. Mr. Louis lOees and 
Mr. Wang of AMC have recommended that perhaps decontamination of 
Air Bases could begin even before the fallout has started. This 
could be done by the use of sprinkling systems vhich may be put on 
Air Eases and which could be operated either automatically or manually. 
There is also the possibility of covering runways with canvas shields, 
etc. which would then be removed after fallout has been contplet*d. 
Decontamination could also be effected by vacum4n; of roofs. 
rummgs and other relatively smooth surfaces. It may also 
be possible to vash certain areas and to turn the wound over 
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vhemver this is possible, end to use many other comsou aeuse 
mesns of decontamine t i on. It should be kept in mind that deco+ 
taminatiOlI iS DOthing mom or less than e good washing process, 
The dirt happens to be mdiosctlve, but the only precaution ve have 
to take because it is radioactive is to see to it thst the decon- 
taminating team does not receive excessive doses of mdioectivity 
and ve must also make sn attempt tc see that the drainage does not 
get into the vster supply of the Air Base or the towns nearby. 
_Aircmft decontamin8tioD could be effected by weeping, mcuming, 
vashing, end other ccsnmon senseaethods. Rmnslly, unless en 
aircraft flies through a yomg atmic cloud, them vould be DO 
contamination of any commquence vithin the engine parts and the 
cabins of the sircraft. If the aircraft catches the fallout 
vhile it is on an Air &se, then if the pilot can get to the air- 
craft snd take off vithout receiving an excessive dose, the normal 
sir vsshing due to flight vould clean the aircraft eutomstically 
of large Intensities of contamination. UDder such circumstances, 
aircraft decontamination wxld not be necessary. Hovever, if 
aircraft do fly through young atomic clouds, then they met either 
be decontmineted or elloued to stand for a period of time before 
they can be handled for aoxmal maintenance purposes. 

8. Evacuation ’ 

After personnel come out of their shelters end do whatever 
decontamination is necessary in order to go on vith their normal 
military duties, it may be desirable to evacuate a certain portion 
of the eirbase personnel to contamination free areas. It should be 
kept in mind, hovever, that the var situation may be such that 
there vould not be any clear areas vithin reasonable reach of the 
Air Base. Figure 11 shovs vhst vould happen to this county vhen 
100 to 110 atomic bombs of 15 M!I are surface-detonated on the 
population centers and on the airbases of this country. It is very 
clear after looking et Figure 11 that there is no place to hide in 
this country, especially in the kstern half of the United Statas. 
Under such an eventuality, it would be un?esixmble for the Conslander 
of en Air Base to attempt evacuation or dispersal out of the bir 
Base. As a matter of fact, you can see that there is a distinct 
possibility of jumping from the fry4ng pan into the fire, if 
dispersal is attempted vithout an accurate lamvledge of the situation 
throughout the country. 

f. Times of Entry into Contaminated Areas 

Table VII indicates the dose eccumulated 1x1 fallout amas 
essudng that the t-l*2 decay lav applies. It also shows the dosage 
accumulated taking into account the fact that personnel am subjected 
to radiation not only from the ground, but from an infinite volume of 
contaminated air during active fallout. See the appendix for grester 
details on the extra accumulation of dosage vhen people are caught . 

- 
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Symbols of the Table have the follotine meaning: 

Q m Time of Start of F'aUout ia houm after bomb detonation. 
It s&r ti0 be USOd a0 tkae Of eDtFy Of JXmODDel iDto 

fallout nrea. 

R&IX t Haximum Dose Fkite within fallout area assuming 
. t-1*2 bOCay(in ZWODt@DS per hour) 

b6u =oe~qo~; “~f;;~off~~;t-a -W ht0 
Normally the 

msximm dose rata occurs 10 to 30 midltes after start of 
fallout 1~ the downwind direction (r/hr) 

Similarly, all primed symbols refer to t-1*2 decay case, and all 
unprimed symbols refer to those values that are corrected for the 
nVolume- Effect" of fallout. 

D3 = Dtegrated Dose (in roentgens) accumulated within 3 hours 
after Bonb Detonation. 

W etc. refer to 12, 211, 36, and 18 hour integrated doses 
(roeatgeas). 

DC" - Integrated infinity dose. All values in the table are 
only within slide rule accuracy and even such values have 
been rounded out. 

in an area that is being subjected to active fallout. It is believed 
that people who are subjected to s!Ich "volume" fallout will receive 
less shielding from buildings above the ground, provided the 
shelters do not have three to five feet of dirt all around the person. 
Table VT1 has many uses. For example, it is possible to assume that 
tf not only stands for time of start of fallout after bomb detona- 
tion, but also for time of entry of personnel into a contaminated 
area. Some illustrative examples will be given below for the proper 
use of Table VII; 

(1) Bmmle 1 

Assume fallout starts at 3.75 hours after bomb 
detonation, and at H + 4 hours the mBximum reading 
Is ll4 r/hr. Then by ,an inspection of the table we 
find that If personnei remain in the area two more 
hours, the accumulated dose would be 62 roentgens 



(at H + 6 hers); a5milarly the dosage would be 137 
roentgens at H.+ l2; 197r at A 124; 230r at H 4 36; 
247r at R 4 48; and 475 rat lnfinitettime afterbanb 
detonation. It .should be noted that had we used the 
t-l.2 decay tables, the Integrated doses wuld have 
been 28r at A + 6; '74r at H + 12; 133r at H 4 24; 
135 at H + 36; J48 at H 4 48 ati 38Or at infinite t&n-e. 

It id also posaible’to determine in this mm 
example what would happen If pereonnel were either 
evacuated for 6 hcmm or sent to adequate shelters 
(shelters uith 3 to 5 feet of dirt all around for a 
period ofrlxhcnm). Under such circtacstancer, the 
assumption Is made that fallout starts at approxl- 
mutely H C 4 hours and persomel enter the ama at 
H + 10 bows. An inspection of the table (reading 
the tf = 10 hours row) shows that if people enter the 
area at H + 10 hours, then by H 4 12 they would have 
accumlated 19 roentgens; by H i 24 they would have 
received 87.5r, and afmilarly by H 4 36, 123r; by 
H + 48, l&Zr, and the life time dose (infinity dose) 
wild have been apptitely 395 roentgena. 

(2) FkEnlVls 2 

Suppoae at H 4 4 hours the dose rate was not lUr/hr 
as in the table, but It was larger, my, It was 287r/hr, 
then the H + 6 
at3 follow: 

z x (H 4 6 hour dose in the Table) 

hour dose would be found from the table 

which is 

g x(62r)= (2.51) x (62r) = 155r. 

If fallout started at H + 1.8 houra and personnel who 
remaimd in the contaminated area received 300 roentgens 
in four hours after the rtart of fallout, then if they 
remain in the area they would receive the following 
dosages for the times indicated: 

(a) At H + 6 hourg dose ~ceived ir 300 mentgens. 

(b) At H i 12 hours, dose received is: 

= 382 roentgena DOE ARCHIVES, 



(c) At A + 24 hours, 

f!g : x (298) = 470 roentgeos 

It should be remembered that Table VII does not take into account 
any shielding due to roughness of terrain features or due to persoa- 
nel being indoors, nor does it take Into account the recovery of 
the bcxiy when the dose rate is relatively low. 

g. pfects of Shieldinp and Dose Rate on Riological bps 

hfereoces15 aod 16 discuss the axouut of reduction to be ex- 
pected in the dose rate when the termi~ is mugh or rolling or has 
vegetation on it. These references also discuss the ability of the 
body to repair damaged tissue when the dose mte is quite lov. In 
our report, it uillbe assumed that rolling countryside with vegeta- 
tion reduces the dose rate by a small factor. It will also be 
assumed that for all practical purposes, dosage after 48 hours from 
time of bomb detonation can be neglected when we are computing the 
acute total body gamma dosage during combat conditions. For people 
lodoors in the average air installations building at an airbase, 
the infinite plane dosage is probably reduced by 50$ (due to terrain 
shielding and to shielding offered by the building). This means that 
for personnel indoors the dosage values of Table VII could be cut 
in half, and during combat, the integrated dosage beyond 48 hours can 
be neglected. Thus, the dose values of the examples cited above 
would have to be reduced by a factor of two, and dosages accumulated 
after 48 hours may be neglected. 

h. Detenninins Fellout‘Areas after the Zvent 

It is recommended that permanent installations of gamma 
Indicating radiac instruments be made in several locations within an 
Air Base. These gamma lndicatirgdevices should preferably be self- 
recording In order to indicate time history of the fallout. If such 
instruments are available throughout all Air bases in the country, 
then it vould be possible to draw a contamination pattern throughout 
this nation immediately after this information is fed into a central 
headquarters. It is suggested that It would save lives of many 
Radiological Safety Monitors if permanent installation of gamma 
Indicating devices are made on several buildings within an Air Base, 
thus preventing the necessity of surveying the Air Base during 
excessive fallout or when the Intensity of radiation is high. 
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VII. Offensive Uses of Radioactivity 

a. Denial of an Area to the Enem 

During ccmbst, it may be possible to deny a relatively large 
area to the euemy by exploding atomic banbs on the surface or under- 
grouad. It is believed that if a 15 megaton bomb is contact burst or 
is buried 5W feet tierground, thea upon detonation of such a veapon 
an area of from SCM30 to 10,000 square miles will be covered with such 
UI amcmut of radioactivity as to make it impassable to the eoemy for 
a period of fras twelve to forty+ight hours. Of course, if such a 
weapon is tobe employed by us, ve must have quite accurate wind 
infonnstion at all levels of the atmosphere up to appmximtely 50,ooO 
feet above sea level. Ue canuot determine the exact area of fallout, 
but ue believe that we oan detemine the correct quadrant of fallout 
and even have a pretty good idea in which half of a given quadrant 
the fallout vill occur. The shape of the area vould aormslly be 
elliptical where the major axis would be from two to four times 
greater than the minor axis, depending upon the speed of the upper 
air viads. If there are no directional shears to the winds with 
altitude, then the fallout area will in fact be quite elliptical. 
Hovever, if there arc pronounced shears with height, then the area 
vill deviate from an ellipse and will take a torturous path sornevhat 
as indicated in the radex plots given in the appendix. 

b. Relaxation of Kissile Cl?P 

In view of the fact that the lethal 
radioactivity will cover approximately 30 to 

concentration of the 
50 times the blast or 

thermal damage area, it may be possible to relax the CEP of later- 
continental missiles. As a matter of fact, it would be possible 
to wage atcmicwarfare using ballistic missiles which are ioteuded 
merely to hit certain areas of the enemy country. In the case of 
Russia, it may be practical to develop missiles with an accuracy of 
plus or minus ten miles or even plus or minus fifty or 100 miles. 
This means that we have to forego the thermal aud blast damage that 
we get from a bomb aad use only the radiation damage parameter. If 
this is acceptable, then it may be possible to relax the stringeut 
guidance problems that we have placed upon our “guided” missiles of 
the future. See Figure 11 for an il! -tration of the excessive 
contamination produced where 100 to 110 large bombs (15MT) are 
contact burst on this country. 

o. Limitations to the Offensive uses of Fk+dioactivitJ. 

It should be noted that radiation damage from present atomic 
or thermonuclear weapons is a transitory one. At best, it will cover 
the enemy territory with lethal concentrations of radioactivity 
for a short period of time, but we knou that the enemy can develop 
simple counter-meas:lres against this hazard and survive such an 
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attack. Me have then merely succeeded in pinning the enemy cs head 
down for a period of from twelve to forty+ight hours. He can 
come up after this time and fight back. However it might be thst 
under certain circumstances merely pinning down the eoexy tenporar- 
ily would produce a declaim effect. 
uses of radioactivity. 

There are same other specialized 
?or example, if ve do not vant to destroy a 

city, and if ve vant to capture it intact, it may be possible to 
attack it vith radiation only by exploding the bomb say 15 to 30 
miles upwind of the city, thus covering the town with lethal doses 
of mdioactivlty. If the uiuds aloft on target are not known, 
several bombs must be detonated in the periphery of the target to 
be sure to catch o1)8 city in the downwind path. Under such circa- 
etaoces, it say be possible for us to take the tovn without destroy- 
ing it. If ve are to use our atomic veapons for this type of rac?ic- 
logical warfare it my be vorthwhile to think of increasing the 
number of bombs in the stockpile because ve would need more bombs, 
not lees, to do the job. I say this despite the fact that the 
radiation damage area is fifty times more than the blast damage 
area. This is because the xwsidual radioactivity decays rather 
rapidly with time. In 24 hours, the H + 1 hour activity is mduced 
by 45 and ia approximately 13 days, the activity is reduced by lW3. 
This means that if bombs are to be used for radioloaicnl varfare, 
the attack must be repeated every 24 or 48 hours. Cf course, the 
initial attack could be so timed that if there is a large probabil- 
ity that several contamination patterns will be superimposed upon 
a given airbase, then these contmineting events vi11 not occur 
simultaneously. Reference is made to Figure 11. If the attacks 
in the California area or the Rev England area could be so timed 
that a given airbase or stockpile site receives contaminating 
fallout every three to six hours, then this would prolong the 
radiclngical hazard to a given area. On the +her hand, if all 
bombs were drcopd over the country at epproximtely the sme time, 
c large portion of the gamma mdietion vould die dwn in cne or 
tvo dsps. It would be best to attack the enemy nation with 
sufficient bombs to prevent ret*Jiation in the first atteck. In 
such an ;4twk, every attempt should be made to destroy the enemy 
retaliatory power throughout the nation by hitting the targets, as 
much as possible, simultaneously. After this primary objective is 
achieved, however, subsequent raids could be so timed as to increase 
the radiation hazard to areas suspected of having a potential 
ability to counterattack. If the Russian stockpile sites are in- 
vulnerable to the thermal aud blast damage produced by our multi- 
megaton banbs, then it may be necessary to keep the stockpile sites 
and all approaches to it covered with such high doses of radio- 
activity as to make entry and exit into the area virtually impossible. 
Radiological coataxination may also be used to advantage in areas 
where the exact location of the target is not known. Since one bomb 
of 15 Megaton yield produces excessive contamination, which covers 
10,000 to 20,003 square miles, several such bombs should cover 
most of the area of a given state or region. Cr! the other hand, the 
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blast damage is penrmnent. It destroys buildings, it Hlls aiwxaft 
by shearing the wings off, it Lills people by knocking them dead 
fraa mng debris, and otherwise it IS a damage that cannot bs 
repaimd madily. In the case of radiation, if personnel are exposed 
to it in large doses, then it can kill just as surely as blast. 
However, if people take shelter where they have three to fire feet 
of dirt hetveen them ti the radiation, they can remaln tieqpwtrnd 
safaly for a period of frna twelve to forty-eight hours and then 
ccmeorlaltuldfQht* After forty-sight bow, most of the radia- 
tion intensity has been reduced to such a point where they ti 
not get a lethal amamt of radiation within short periods of time. 
So they can actually lamoh their missiles, warm up their aircraft 
and t&e off ti mmwe the fighting. M3 must realire the limit+ 
tions of mdiological warfare. They are quite apparent. Fkwever, 
if the eeemy is Dot foreuarned and if the enemy is Dot ready with 
adequate shelters, theD we can really produce excessive CaStitieS 

in the ormy oountry by simply exploding our banbs on the gmti. 
By this method, we lose practically none of the thermal and blast 
damge and in addition to this, we get the radioactive damage as 
a bonus. It seems that as we contemplate upon the offensive uses 
of radioactivity, the lesson we learn is that we must be ready to 
defend ourselves against the radiosctive harard. If we are ready 
with proper countemeasures, then we can blunt quite severely the 
horrible cormquenoes of such a hazard. In other uoFds, I believe 
that w, as a nation, can by rsalistically simple means protect 
ourselves against the radioactive hasmis. Ro one can say that we 
can do this against the then& and blast criteria of the bcmb. 
Paradoxically, at this time, we have de-emphasized radiological 
safety within the Air Force. It is recomended that large mmbars 
of enlisted and officer personnel of the Air Force be trained in 
Rsdiological Safety Operations. At the present time, this train- 
ing has been stopped. It is mceended that a Tkdiological Safety 
Al% be created within the Air Force. At the present time, this 
ABC ‘has been discontinued. 
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CO!ETRUCTION OF FALLUJT PLCYIS 

A. Method of Plottlw Fallout 

The fallout plot or radex plot in its simplest form consists 
of plotting vinds from the surface up to the height reached b the 
atomic cloud. The method of plotting is merely the vector addition 
of Ms. The timis are weighted to account for the amount of time 
they spend through each layer of the l tmospher . It is assumed that 
the soil particles have a density of 2.5 gm/c 3 and that rate of 
fall follows Stokes' Law: 

-EiJuation 11 

where 

V z rate of fall 

r = radius of spherical particles 

9= coefficient of viscosity of air 

acceleration of gravity 

;2', density of particles 
e1 = density of air 

Although viscosity of air varies with temperature, for sake of simpli- 
city, viscosity is usually assumed to be constant. Actually, a.u 
accurate use of viscosity in the Stokes' @u&ion Is not justified, 
because the fallout particles are not all spherical, nor are they all 
of equal density. Errors introduced by these assumptions far out- 
weigh a mOre rigid an&lysis of the change of viscosity of air with tem- 
perature. Also, the variation of winds aloft with time and space make 
it difficult if not impossible to determine with great enough accuracy 
the fallout area to justify the use of a more accurate rate of fall 
formula. Reference 16 uses different rates of fall formulas for 
different size particles. Although this may be justifieu for pnr- 
ticlea significantly larger than 100 microns and also for pmticles 
less than 10 microns, an inspection of Table xVIA gbove%at more than 
50% of the total activity of a surface burst bomb is scavenged out by 
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particles whose diameters are frcm 20 to 100 microns. In vleu of 
this, we neglect corrections to the simple Stokes' Law. The Air 
Ueather Setice Manual on Fallout ti Radex plots (19) and Colonel 
George Taylor's method of Ebsdex Plotting during Operstion GFEEZIHODSE 
(20) describe the method quite adequately. ?or the folloving viods 
aloft Information the ebple radex plot ir @VSD ID F'igum s. 

Altitude in 
Thousands of feet 
Above Wean &I 

Lsvel 

23 
150 
160 
180 
230 
270 

zz 
330 
70 
80 

A spherical particle of 70 micron diameter and a density of 3 ~E/CB? 
will fell approximtely et the rate of 6,COO ft/hr or et a rate of 
1 knot. Hence, the trajectory plotted in Figure 1A shows the locus 
at see level of 70 micron particles falling fron different heights. 
In Pigure lA, the heights from vhich the particles have arrived is 
listed in thousends of feet. For example, the arrow line between 
points B and C of the figure represent fallout of 70 micron particles 
arriving from an altitude of 37,500 to 42,500 ft. above sea level. 
Since Stokes' Law iodicates that the fell velocity of particles is 
proportional to the square of the particle radius, it is at once 
evident thet 100 micron particles would fall at approximately double 
the speed of 70 micron particles and similarly l40 micron particles 
would fall four times as fast as 70 micron particles while M micron 
particles fall at approximately one half the speed of 70 micron 
particles. This means that from a given height, the smaller particles 
would fell further euay from ground zero than the larger particlea, 
For example, in Figure IA, it is assumed that ground zero is at 0 
and a 70 micron particle originating at 42,5OC ft. vi11 arrive at 
point C, hence 100 micron particles would fell at point D and I40 
micron particles at E. By utilizing this method, it is possible to 
determine quite simply the complete 
particle as indicated in Figure n. 
(EqUtiOD 11) it would he simple to 
example, the fallout time at points 
7, 3.5 a& 1.75 hours respectively. 

fallout plot of any I! *ad 
Bp the use of Stokes Lav 
find the times of fallouti. For 
C, D and E would be approximately 
For greeter details consult 
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subsequent sections of the appendix or references 19 and 20. 

B. Q&&J& St- Fallout from First Shot of CASTLE Test Omtioq 

1. &J&.&p llind Diswution 

In order to construct correct fallout plots, l deqpiati winds 
aloft information is required before, during and after ahot time. 
Unfortmate~, daring the firat shot of CW~LE Teat Operation (this 
mat called BRAVO shot) there were no rinds available from the shot 
island. The Navy (SS Curtias) made some winds aloft aeasure~renta 
at a point south of ground aero. However, at Eniretok, Kwajalein 
and Ro 0ri.k (See ?igure 1, Reference Hap, for locations of these 
islands routine winds aloft inforvmtion were trken. 7 

2. &L&&J of Win&&loft with Time and Soace sod its Effects 
on Radax Pl&nv 

A study of such wind data indicates that although there was 
a time variation of the winds aloft soon after aero time, there was 
no significsnt space variation of the winds at a given latitude. . 
This means that the Eniwetok, Curtias and Rongerik rinds all varied 
to approximately the same degree with time. In view of this, it was 
thought worthwhile to use average values of Eniretok, Rongerik and 
Curtisa winds for H-hour and Rniwetok and Rongerik wind averages for 
times after H-hour. Because the correct winds aloft is the key to 
the proper analysis of CASTLE - BRAVO shot, this wind data is given 
in Tables VIII, IX, X and XI where the average H-hour, H + 2:15 hours; 
H + 8:15 and H + 4:15 hour winds are listed. 
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This vird information is also plotted In F'igure 2 using simple radex 
plots or shop10 fallout plots of the winds for 50 micron diameter 
particles. An inspection of Figure 2 shows that the H-hour avenge 
vi& plot goes epproximetely 20 miles NW ard 19 of Rongelnp and 
approximately lo miles North of Rmgerik. The H 4 2:15 hour wind, 
however, shifts 35 to 40 miles south in the area of AIllaginae - 
Rongelep - Rongerik. The first temptation Is to assume that if we 
use the H 4 2:15 haur average winds in place of the H-Hour vi.nds, 
Ve get a correct fallout picture, but this is not true since such a 
fallout plot does not properly aocmnt for the actual oontaminetion 
that is shown io l?Qures 5 ud 6. A detailed examination of F'lgxes 
2, 5, and 6 shows that the H + 2:15 hour fallout plot does mot 
correctly take into account, the distribution of coataminetlon on 
Bikini, since according to Figure 2, the Islands in the routh sector 
of Bikini Atoll should all have about equal contamination, but 
Pigure 6 ahows that this is Dot true. Similarly, the contamination 
petterm at Aillnginee, Rongelep, Rongerik and Bikar cannot be 
justified by the wind pattern of H + 2:15 hours. F'igures 5 and 6 
vere taken from Reference 12. It should be Doted that the H + 8:15 
and H 4 l4:15 hour average wind plots (See Pigure 2) return to the 
Darth of the Islands, end appear to parallel the H-hour vind plot 
more closely than the H + 2:lS hour plots. F'igure 2 shows that 
the vimds aloft simple mdex plot ascilletes consiaerebly in eight 
hours. In view of such e rapidly changing meteorological situation 
it is Dot possible to prepare an adequate fallout plot utilizing 
one set of average winds for ground zero end assuming that this 
applies throughout the downwind area during the active fallout period. 
As indicated in Figure 2, there is a significant change In the vids 
aloft picture within two hours after rhot time. Because of this it 
Is mandetoe to utilize a Wme Composite Radex Plot", which takes 
into account the change in vlnd direction end speed In the down- 
vind direction. The composite analysis starts at the desimd 
altitude end vorks the trajectory of a given particle to the ground. 
This merely identifies the given particle size reaching the surface 
from e given altitude. Vhen such points are repeated for many 
particle sizes and from all elevations of the atomic cloud, we 
obtain the composite Radex Plots shown in Figure 3. Needless to say, 
such a procedure is time consuming end demands accurate and complete 
winds aloft lnfomaticm throughout the fallout area. Such info-- 
tion is hot available before the fact for opemtional planning. 
Certaialy, ve can't expect forecast viDds to be 60 accurate 
f + _s” and + 2 Knots) withia all altitudes. Hence, it ie our 
OP~D~O'D tbaT although it may be vorthvhile to use Composite Radex 
Plots for post analysis of a contaminating event, there is m 
operational Deed to perform such detailed analysis before the fact. 
Uhat is required operationally is ao indication of the correct 
quadrant of fallout, cod a guess as to vhich half of the quadrant 
may receive the highest contamination. Figure 3 shows the composite 
fallout plot for 50, 70, 100 and I.40 micron particles. It should be 
noted that tMs composite plot more nearly agrees with thm&kCHIVEc 
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contamination pattern ahown In plgures 5 aad 6. For sake of 
simplicity, the 50 micron composite fallout of I3.gure 3 is plotted 
separately in Figure 4. A ccmperlson of Mgure 4 with Figure 6 
ahova considerable ageement between the plotted and actual coatam- 
ination as far as it Is possible to do so with a one particle size 
aDalyaia. In subsequent paragraphs, after we have taken into 
account the chaqe of particle size with height uithin the atomic 
cloud, it will be shown that the Canposite Radex Plot also accounts 
for the conteminatioD pattern in the islands of Bikini Atoll. 

3. Assumed Activity and Particle Siee Mstribution mthia 
the Atomic Cloud at Time of Stebiliaation 

A study of the downwind fallout fran the tower shots at 
the Nevada Roving Grounds (T/S and U/E Test Operations) shows that 
as the weapon yield is Increased from 12KT to 5OKT, the mass median 
particle diameter of the active soil particles within the cloud 
aerosol appears to pecrease from 90 microns to approximately ‘70 
microns. This means that as the yield is increased (or the 
scaled height is decreased) the gross particle size of the cloud 
aerosol appears to decrease. However, it should be noted that the 
experimental evidence in this regard is very meager, hence we 
can’t say with any degree of certainty that as the yield increases 
the atomic particle size decreases. An inspection of the actual 
contamination patterns vhen compared with winds aloft redex plots 
shows that the soil particles in the lower half of the atomic 
cloud stem appear to be significantly larger than the particles 
in the upper half of the stem, and the particles within the muah- 
room of the cloud are much smaller than the stem particles. In 
this analysis, we are referring to soil particles mixed Into the 
fireball and sucked up into the cloud. These particles are assumed 
to be coated with fission products more or less uniformly. An 
analysis of Jangle-Surface fallout (See aupnlement to Reference 1) 
shows that the average particle size distr!butioJ within the 
bottom half of the cloud stem was approximately l40 microns. 
Because of the Inverse “filtering” action of the air, it is assumed 
that the particle size within the cloud decreases with height. It 
is anticipated that if a certain amount of soil is tossed Into the 
air, there would be a greater number of small particles at higher 
elevations as compared to the particle size In lower levela. In 
this study, It will be assumed that the particle size distribution 
within a 15 MT atomic cloud at time of stabilization is as indicated 
In Table XII. 
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The percentage activity in each layer of a 15 Kl' atomic cloud at time ’ 
of stabilization (4 minutes after bomb detonation) may be expressed by 
the following relation: 

PA z'k d= t-lo2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ -&mtioD 12 

where 
PA = Residual radioacti&ty on a particle (Percentage) 

d = diameter of particle 
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t = time after bomb detonation 

x = a variable vhich is a fkmtion of particle size. It has a 
Busimum varietioa of 1 to 3. Assumed values of x are given 
in Table XIII. 

The assumed average partkcle site and the perceotage activity vith5.n 
each 5000 ft. layer of a 15 HI cloud ir given in Table XIII. In this 
table w have show only that radioactivity vhich ie impmg~ated on 
relatively large particle rites and which can readily fallout due to 
the gravity of the perticles. It doe8 not take into account the 
mull sise particles (10&r less) nor does it include the fall-out 
in and around the imediateame of ground Sero. 

TABLE XIII 
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Table XIV gives the total (waveDgable and DOD acavengable) distri- 
bution of activity in a 15 ET cloul at time of rrtibillsetion: 
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Using Bpuation 12, it is possible to find the assumed peqwmt 
age l ctirity of the minimurt and maxirmrm particle sises arriving 
00 the groti from a given dltittie. &en this is done we would 
have urn value of tbqvidth of the fall-out area. This hae been 
done and the values tabulated in Table XV: 

. 

.!’ TABLEXV 

* Ass&d Percentage Activity i~15 IQ Atomic Clood at 
Time of Stabilieatioa (4 minutes ai%er banb detonation) 

T- 
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KV shows the assumed ac ivity within 3e cloud _ 
(scavenganle and non-scaveagable), it does not show the large 
amountofactivitythatfalls in and around ground zero within 
one-half to. one hour after bomb detonation. This imediate 
fall-out is very large in particle size (100 to 10,000 mlcmna 
'and larger) a& it is very acaasive io amount. It i8 doubtful 
whether Stokes Law of fall-out applies in this region. This appears 
to be large chtmcka of debris returning to ati near ground aem 
more as a massive fall-out resembling the dovnpour of record bnak- 
lng rainfall. This large particulate soil debris may shoot up to 
50,000 to 70,000 ft msl for 15 )ir surface burst bombs, but it falls 

, 



down quite rapidly. The upper portions of this massive coltmm 
fall out of the nrushxvox~ and upper stamwithin1Oto 3Omi~utas. 
At lower elevations this massive fall-out my continue for 30 
to 60 minutes after detonation. To represent the assumed dis- 
tribution vithin an atomic cloud of this mssive fall-out 
together vith the rest of the particulates, we have prepared 
Table XVI. 

Total Percentage Activity Uithin a 15 HP Atomic Cloud at 
Time of Stabilization, taking into Account kmdve Falldat 
in ad near Grouu3 Zero, Scavengable Activity Palling out ia 
the Downwind Path apd NonScevennable Activity in very small 
Particle Sizes (Less Than 10 tic&m) 
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$ tbe we of info-tion contained in Table XV and Pig-w-e 3, 
and by the use of 2pation 12, it was possible to prepare a 
first estimate of the u-sa covered ky the dovnvind fallout. 
This downwind area is whom in l?igure 7. It should be noted 
that fallout originating above 52,5CC feetbrs been emitted 
for tbe 8ake of eiqlicity in the plotting since above this 
level the vimis begin toturnbacktovarde Bikini. Aleo,because 
of the ertreme heights a& because it is assumed that 80% of the 
actirity 18 beld below 55,ooO feet, it is au contention that 
nofaUoutofrilita.ry significance reaches tbe inaediate dovn- 
vi.& area from above 55,OCC feet. 

4. )leasumcl Activity and Skrticle Site Distribution 
Within the Atauic Cloud. 

A planimeter vaa usedtomeasuretbetbree areas abovn 
in Figure 7. Then these areas,together vitb the percentage 
figures from Tables XV and XVI vere used to obtjin thezose 
rate (Qbr) and the accumulated dose values (%f apd Dtf) 

listed in Table XVII. An examination of Table XVII sboue 
that the aswned contamination on the islands of Bikini Atoll 
are all large by a factor of 2 QC 5, vhen compared vitb the 
actual values ahovn in FigureS 5 and 6. This itiicates that 
either the contaminated areas in the vicinity of Bikini shovn 
in Figure 7 are too small or the assumed percentage activity 
in tbe lover half of the cloud stem (from surfoct to 20,000 
feet) is too high. Ue have decided to reduce the total per- 
centage activity in tbe lover cloud stem (from sea level to 
20,500 ft. above sea level) from 19.2$ to 103. This revises 
Table XVI. The revised table XVI is shown as Table XVI.A. 
Figure 8 sbovs the final fallout from first shot of CASTLE 
Test Operation. The i odose lines are in dosages accumulated 
in 48 hours using t' 1.3 extrapolation. 
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TABLE XVII cbntiawd 

lkplanation of aymhob. 

h t 

b,= 

t1 = 

4!= 
t3 = 

Dt z 

Dt = 

R1 = 

Altitude above sea level in thousande of feet 

Net area within a given lsodose line 

Time of start of fallout for the small wirticles 
in hours after bab 

Tim3 of fallout for 

TiaPe of fallout for 

Accumulated dose In 
fallout to 48 hours 

detonation 

average particles 

large particles 

roe&em from start of 
after bon& detonation. 

Infinity or life time dose 

Dose rate in roeatgens per hour extrqx&&ed o 
one hour a?Ler bomb detonation using the t-l* 2 

relation. 
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C. wlinr of Radiosctivs Pallout to Different yield bbs Detonated 
It Various H@ghts Alwve the Tar@ 

From a study of the residual redioactive fallout of tower shots 
at Nevada (1) it appears reasonable to assume that the psroeotaga 
activity within a given isodose line rameins constant when the bomb 
yield and the wind speed an veried, prwided the scaled height is 
kept constant, This assumption is aontmry to the scaling proposed 
by Sohorr end Cilfillan (21) vho seem to think that as the horlaontel 
mean wind speed increases, the percentage fallout vlthin a given 
isodose contour also increases. R I(. Iaurino, eta1 (22) have shovn 
from a study of FE test date that the area vithio a given isomass 
fallout area remains essentially constant despite different wind 
speeds. This agrees quite well with our analysis of neer surface 
nuclear detonstions (1) as mentioned above. 

1. In the scaling process one of the most important parameters 
is the t&e of start of fallout of residual radioactivity in the 
different portions of the contaminated area. Unfortunetely, very 
little actual information is eveileble on this parameter. Times of 
fallout mey be obtained from redex plots quite accurately provided 
there is a significant directional sheer to the virds with altitude. 
For example, in Figure lA there would be no doubt that the fallout 
et line FG came from the 22,500 to 27,500 ft. elevation. By auper- 
imposing a radex plot on the actual Jangle-Surface fallout (See 
Supplement to Reference 1) we were able to obtain some rough approxi- 
mation of the particle size distribution within the Jangle-Surface 
cloud. Unfortunately, there were no large directional shears to the 
winds aloft during the surface shot of Jangle Test Operation, hence 
considerable doubt j= r-4, f,- the calculated t&es of fallout shcwn In 
Table X.X. This is especially true for the longer times of fallout. 

2. In our scalinp process, we do not use a "mean-wind". Ua- 
fortunately, many other organizations use such "mean-winds". It 1s 
our opinion that the use of %een-vinds* introduces such large 
errors, that if this epprozdmetion is used, then there is no point 
in determining the fallout direction and intensity with any accuracy. 
By %eeen-windv, tie refer to the resultant wind. For example, in 
Figure lA, the direction of the mean vind is represented by the line 
OA, and the speed of the mean ulnd is 9 knots. If one were to 
assume that the fallout occurred in the direction of CA, he would 
make a large error, because the actual fallout follows not the 
resultant vector 'CA, but the redex plot. Hence, we see that the 
direction and extent of the fallout varies in a campliceted menner 
which mey in no way resemble the %een" resultant wind. 

3. The following equations are used in the scaling process: 

. 
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p= SAlI 
5kwt-Q*2 

tADt 
P :: 

5ku 

where 

PS 

A= 

R= 
R'-' 
D= 

D'- 

L = 

Y= 

t = 

Percentage of total 
isodose line. 

residual activity within a given 

Area covered by the isodose contour in square miles. 

W-W - - qu.atioa 13 

---- - Bpation 13a 

we- - - I!&uation 13b 

--- - - Ikpation 13c 

. 

Dose rate in r/hr at time of fallout. 
n n n 

Infinity dose 

Dose from one 

constant = 12 

Dorcb yield in 

Time of start 

In our scaling process, as 
percentage activity within 
constant for two different 
height. Therefore, we set 
relations: 

n n one hour after bomb detonation. 

hour to infinity. 

over an infinite smooth plane. 

Kilotons. 

of fallout in hours after bomb detonation. 

a first approximation, we assume that the 
a given isodose or isoxate line remains 
yield bombs exploded at the same scaled 

Pl = P;! and we obtain the folloving 

--a-- Equation U 

--W-W Equation Ua 

----w Equation l4b 

. 
. 
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m 
t +kD: = eA,Pj w-m_ Ikplation 14c 

apply for the con- 

---m &uatiOD 15 

m-w - Equation 15a 

w-e - Equation 15b 

a-- - npatioa 15c 

--- - Eipation 15d 

_- - - Equatiol3 15c 

w-w- Equation 15f 
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4. As ibdicated inpvograph C&above, om of the Best 
iqmrtantparameters intbe soaUngproces8 is the time of8tutaf 
illlout. Aa e f5rstapproxilBawion,itvUl be amumed that for a 
g3ven scaled height, regazdless of yield, the nomalired tims of 
fallfiorn differcntcloti heightsareoonstant. Under this aaaump- 
tionareas wmld scale as follows: 

It should be noted that References 22 end 15 assume A2 . Al 
Ihe area 8caling f0-a (6quation 16) is valid for a given 8c 
height, provided the yield is not varied by mre than a factor of 2 
or 3. This means thatthe15MT Surfaceburst bomb of CASTw6Bravo 
Shot lrpy he scaled iu accordance with Rpation 16 for Surface burst 
ueqmns of 5 rir to 45 m without introducing large 01Tor8. Bowever, 
for yields much greater or anud.br than this, it ia presumed that 
@uation 16 doe8 not apply. To illustrate this point, Jangle-Surface 

lated to the CASTLE BRAVO field of 
the following equation: 

&=4&J ---q&&J &=D, 

SEST AVAtLABLE Cop; - 
_ - - Equation 168 

obtained fkm Equation 15a, and by a8stmlng that 

The actual Jangle-Surface measured fallout data la given 
This is then extrapolated to the CASTLE RFUVO case 

The results me tabulated in Table XM, 
which compares such extrapolated data with the measured CASTLE BMVO 
data obtained from Table XX. An inspection of figure l3 and Table 

l.lSXT) to CASTLE BRAVO 
A underestiznates the con- 
for the heeviry oontaminated 
taminated areas, and bg 
ation was. 

. 
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TABLY XX 

lkamared CASTLP BRAVO Mlout Deta 

. 

9,1500 
6,m 
8,800 il ::z 
367 
325 
105 

I I 

\ 

10,ooo 16,200 8,ooO 13,000 iii 
5,m 8,330 810 
2,ooo 833 yg y& 

107 '180 2:200 
75 125 6,200 
20 33 10,ooo 

2.74 
1.64 

15i? 
30 
2.5 
5.3 
3 

BEST AVAILABLE COPY 

2.74 
4.40 
19.7 

%B 
62:2 
67.5 
70.5 

i 

i 
8 

10 
15 

. 

It IS believed that this la because we have aasmed that fallout 
time is proportioual to the third power of the yield. Thie may be 
a valid’ assumption provided the yield range irr not too large. Sk 
may be jwtified in extrapolating a UT to the case of a 100 KT, 
but certainly, we,are not justified in going any further than this. 
Similarly, we may extrapolate a 15,OOOlR to 5,OOOKT and to L5,000Kt, 
but we certainly are not justified in stretching the 15MT made1 from 
3oo,oooKTto1KT. The main error in the criP;ple extrapolation factor 
is the assumption that time of fall is proportional to the third pcver 
of the yield. The filtering action of the air appears to be pro- 
portionalto some factor of the particle radlua. A study of the 
tower rhote during past test operations seems to indicate that the 
dirrtribution of partiole ei%e In a given cloud fr more nearly pro- 
portional to absolute height above the target rather than being 
proportional to rcaled height. The data in this regard ir not 
rufficient for proper analysie. Hovever, it is sufficient to iadlcate 
at 1eaet the order of magnitude effect. In other words, for a 1OCXT 
shot, areas vould not scale in accordance with Equations 16 or 16A. 
It is anticipated that the highly contaminated areas may bc comlder- 
ably over that obtained by Equation 16. Thirr ia because, mgardlrrs 
at’ tm maximum height reached by the rtcanic cloud, it is believed 
that the mjcrity of the large (and therefore more active) particles 
will be confioed to an altitude below 60,000 ft. ml due to the 
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filtering action of the air. Since we only have two models of 
aurfece burst bambs, YO will use them to extrapolate to other yield 
bombs as follovs: 

AL= KA, ($$Y" - - - - - --Eqnatioa17 

BEST AVAILABLE COPY 
where 

I! is evaluated for different yield surface burst bombs in 
Table XXI. 

r+urticn 17 is used ir. cbc:jl ~;r;ticc with Table 2 to obtain the 
contaminated areas from different yield surface burst bobs. These 
values ars listed in Table XXII. In Ngures 9A, 9B and 9C are 
plotted the fallout from 15,OQO KT, 60,CDO Kt and 100 KT be+s 
surface burst on dry land. The yields arc ass"rr?d tc bc fusion 
yields. The wind distribution and the average particle size distrl- 
bution vith height within the atomic cloud is given in Table XXIII. 
The valnes from Table -XXIII were used to prepare the radex plot or 
the geneml direction of fallout. After this, the areas and dosages 
from Table XXII were csed tc determine the intensity of fallout 
shown in Figure 9. As we contemplate on the large areas of con- 
tamination ahown in Ngure 9, and in Table XXII, we wonder just 
how large is our country and also what is the area of the Soviet 
Union? By merely looking in any Atlas or Mmanac, we note that 
the total area of the U.S. is 3,000,OOO square miles and that of 
Russia is 8,708,OOO square miles (or used to be). This means that 
100 bombs of the 6OMI variety would cover this country with lethal 
concentrations of radioactivity, and for Russia, the number of bombs 
required is 300. Obviously, unless we prepare adequate shelters 
now, more than half the people in this country would become radia- 
tion casualtiee if the Russians can surface detonate on us from 
200 to 500 bombu of the 60 Ml' variety. Figures 9 and the values 
of Table XXII may be altered to take into account any variation in 
height of burst by utilizing the information contained in Table II. 
For oxample, if a 15 MT bomb is detonated at 1,CKJO feet above 
target (instead of on the surface) then the radiation dosage figures 
in Figure 9A would be reduced by one half. If the same bomb is 
detonated at 5,000 feet above target, then the fallout dovnwind 
would be practically sero. Certainly, there would be no fallout of 
any military importance. & using the equation sod the percentage 
fallout given in Table XI, similar calculations may be made for 
any yield bomb detonated at any height above target. 
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Value43 cfk listed for difterent yield surfDco burst 
wpona in various intcrv~itic.23 of cmtmlnaticn 
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45,m 
-__ 

1.3 

1.18 

1.13 

1.10 

QW 

1.38 

1.20 

1.u 

1.12 

--- 

100,090 

1.52 

1.30 

1.21 

1.18 

v- 

225,000 

1.82 

1.47 

1.32 

1.285 
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Contarainatod Areas fmn dlCfweqt \Yield Surface Burst_ . 

. 

i 1 Areas in aquara miles for the followlng yield (ICI?) surface burst bombo 
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UiDds Aloft and Particle sise Distribution for the 
Idealized Fellout Plots Shown In Figures 9A, 9B md 9C 
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D. Accumulation of Dosave in Fallout Areas. 

An inspection of past ator& test operations shovs that during 
the period of fallout, more dosage is accumulated within the contamin- 
ated area than can be accounted for by the t-l*2 decay law. This is 
rhown in Figure 10 and in Table XXIV. An inspection of the tible 
and the figure ahowa that active fallout lasts from 5 to 10 hours 
after it has first started. It is diffifu$t to explain uhy the actual 
dosam is greater than the calculated t' l = value. It canpot be a 
change in the decay law, because this effect appears to be indeperxient 
of the time after bomb detonation. It appears to be related to a 
certain time interval after start of fallout. In view of this, it 
might be a wvoluxne-effectn. That is, personnel within the active 
fallout area are not only subjected to Fadiation that has already 
fallen on the ground, but such personnel are also coqletely 
surrounded by radiation in all directions including the vertical. 
& this we mean to say that during active fallout, personnel are 
completely enveloped in an air mass that has fission products in it. 
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Another vay of looking at this is to assume that the radioactive cloud 
cove= the fallout area an3 extends 5,COJ to 10,000 feet above it. 
In most atomic test operations, In order to keep dosage to monitors 
to a minimum, no one is alloved to remain In fallout areas during 
active fallout. The practice is to enter contaminated areas after 
a time vhen decay has rendered the area “safe”. This means that 
most of the residual radioactive data is extrapolated from 6 to 12 
hours after bomb detonation hack to assumed time of start of fallout. 
For example, In Pigum 10, a%%ological monitor vould enter the 
radioactive contaminated aroe at H 4 7 hours (Point A) at vhich 
time the gamma dose rwte vould be approximately 0.03&r. This dose 
rate would then be extrapolated hack to start of fallout (H 4 1.7 hour: 
by the t-1*2 relation. Ey this procedure it can be ahovn that at 
H + 2 hours the dose rate should have been approximately O.l35r/hr. 
However, ve see in Figure 10 that at F + 2 hours the actual dose 
rate ves 
the t-lo2 

0.80r/hr. ‘Thus ve SC.? that sxh an in3iscriminate use of 
relation can lead to errors of 5Wb or more. 

hand, if. the t-lo2 
Cn the other 

law is used at H + 2 hours, then the extrapolated 
reading for H + 7 comes to 0.1&/k. $his should caution all of us 
in the indiscriminate use of the t--l* relation. We cannot give a 
quantitative explanation of this nVolume-PXfectn of fallout at this 
tine. Hovever, what is important is that this effect is observed 
aDd vell~ocumented on numerous occasions, and there is DO doubt 
about Its validity; therefon, we must take it into account in our 
calculations. &3 explanation of just why this wVolume-Effectw 
occurs is aecondazy to our problem at the present time. Table VII 
in Section VI of this report compares the integrated dosage 
accumulated if the twl*2 ralation is employed to etircpolate beck 
to time of fallout. For those people vho like to have carets of 
decay expressed as exponentials, it can be shown that for a period 
of approxima e 

4P 
one hour after fallout has started the decay curve 

follovs a t' . par eter; between 1 hr and 6 hre after fallout 
this changes to a t 3.8 and from6 hrs o many weeks, the decay 
finally settles to a t-1*2 relation. However, this should not be 
construed to mean that the gamma decay does not follov t-lo2 decay. 
It is our opinion that the gross fission product gaxrma decay from 
atotic or thermonuclear weapons follows to1*2 relation. The beta 
particle decay, however, follows t-l-2 relation for fission bombs 
and t-2 for thermonuclear bambs, Figure 10 was taken fron 
Reference 17. 

TA 
1946 

. 
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Ratio of Actual Dase F$te and M,egrated Dose to that 
hhuhtted from the t-l** blation at Liacob lhe, 

Nevada, Which was ID the Dannrind l'allcmt Path of 
Shot #5, TtMBlm/m. Test Ornvation in 1951. 
Fallout-first b&m at H-+ 1.5 h&s. 

TimeinHours 
AfterBcmb 
h!&OMtiOD 

Ratio of Actual Dose 
Rste to that Conputed 
irpsl t-l.2 

8’) t 

6.2 
1.m 

::; 
1.33 
1.07 
1 
1 
1 

: 

; 
1 
1 

btio of Actual 
Integrated Dose 
to that calcu- 
lated fran t-l.2 

D) k D’) 

Fi 
2146 
2.32 
2.22 
2.1K 
2.S 
2.00 
l.<:Z 
1.S 
1.85 
1.75 
1.n 
1.67 
1.25 

Similarly, during Sot #2 of UpsHoT-KNOTHOLE Test'Operation (1953) 
the 12 and 34 hour lntegratad dosage ratios were 1.17 and 1.105 
respectively at Liacoln Mine. -ihWiDg Shotfi of'UF'SH~-K.N~HOI& 
the fallout at St. George, IJt& began at H +.4 hours a.& the 3.2 
and 24 hour dose ratios were 1.5 and 1.3 respectively. 
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E. World-Wide Radioactive Contamination 

1. In a number of papers dealing with 
t ion problem there is an upper limit give3 __ . _ _ 

the worldwide contuniwa- 
to the number of bombe 

that W CM use before the planet becomes contaminated beyond a 
certain tolerance level. One such nguesstismte” is a total of 
25,GOO megatons. This mans t&P if a proximately the equivalmt of 
OJ.25KI of fission products (3x10% a. 3 curies) are spread over one 
square mile, ve wuld have reached the tolerance level. There is 
considerable doubt a8 to the order of mtude of the 25,OOO 
megaton value plemt ioned above. However, we muzt assume that there 
Is an upper limit and that this upper limit lpay well be b&men 
25,000 to 25G,GOO megatons. This 1iJnitation has military signifi- 
cance. For easmple, if 25,GOO megatons is chosen as the upper l&nit, 
then ve are allowed only one hundred bambs of 250 megatons each. If 
the American and Russian stockpile were composed of 250 megaton bombs, 
then the two nations together could not use more than 100 bombs 
betueen them. However, if the stockpile Is coqosed of 25 megaton 
bombs then one thousand such bombs could be exploded. Therefore we 
must either limit the yield of our nuclear veapons, or design our 
thermonuclear weapons so as to minimize the fission yield from U238, 
and pt to.lncrease the fusion field to the desired megaton level. 
If this could be accomplished, it is believed that ve can increase 
the yield of our thermonuclear weapons to 103 megatons without 
seriously concerning ourselves with the world+ide contamination 
proble5. It had been assumed until recently that Strontium 90 ms 
the mxin culprit in the world-wide contamination. Hovever, a recent 
report by Dudley (Report on Project Gabriel, of the Division of 
Biology and Medicine of the U. S. Atomic Energy, July 1954, Secret, 
RD) shows that Iodine-131 must als 
computations. BEST AVA&&!! &prun” in Our 

2. If we vant to minimize the world-wide contamination level, 
we must detonate our Qgaton weapons either on the surface or 
underground. Qr contact brsting a nuclear veapon on the ground 
we are sure that 85 to 90% of the total residual activity is 
deposited on the enemy nation, thus leaving 10 to 15s for slow 
deposition throughout the world. This makes the contact fuse for 
stultimegatoti weapons almost mandatory. 

3. If it is decided to increase the radioadivity of the bomb 
by CoWt or other agents, we vould increase the danger of world-wide 
contaminat Ion. Cobalt& vill knd to contaminate the world because 
of its long half life. If such seeding agents must be used, we must 
concentrate on those isotopes whose half life is less than 5 to 5 
days, so that the majority of the activity would die down before 
it reaches our hemisphere in 10 to 15 days. A cobalt device (and 
not a cobalt bomb that must be carried by aircraft) may be the most 
efficient contaminating agent if the device is large enough, and if 
it is ‘truried deep enough to assure that more than 95% of the activity 
will fall on the- enemy nation. 

. 
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4. It should be noted that if the equivalent of 0.125 KT 
Of fission product6 16 6pW6d Over one 6quare 6il0 Of the @Wtb’6 
6u.rf6C6, then this would be eqaivalent to the f6l.lOut on the 6tlP 

free fro6 6 unifor6 distribution of 25,000 m of fission product6 
throughout the atmo6pbere. Therefore, 86sua3 no fractiobation 
of ndionuclidee, if an area is covered with an infinity is 

line (DT ) of 550 roentgen6 or a 4.8 hour integrated dose (D 
se 

3 ) 
of 200 roentgene, that area ba6 6IlffiCieflt Strontium m in it to 
be a possible h6ard. ?hlr l e6n6 th6t every time 80 detonato.r 
15 MT bomb on the rurface over enemy territory, we render rpproxi- 
mtelp 15,000 square mile6 of that couutr 
(a661ming 25,000 M’T i6 the lim.iting value f 

u6ele66 for l griculture 
. If 250,000 m 16 the 

lititing value, then each 15 MT bonb would render useless 1,500 
rquare mile6 of enemy territory. of cour60, we am avoid this by 
detonating our bomb6 in the air. If we do thir, however, we ln- 
creae the world-wide contaminetion. It 16 a qoe6tion of either 
conteminating excessively the enemy country (and 16ter have to 
feed him) or getting the rest of the world conteminrted. 

5. According to Dr. W. P. Libby (600 Band Report62 R-2510ABC, 
World-Bide Effects of gtoaic Berpons, Project Su.n6hine”, and 
BM-12800OEC) 6tillborn Chicago h6bies by J6nuery 1954 rhowed l/6 
Sunshine Units of Sr 90 uptake. It i6 r66uimd that lm Sunshine 
Unit6 is the minimum permi666ble concentr6tion of St 90 in the 
skeleton (1000 S.U. - lpc or 5 x 10.3 p gm of Sr 90 per man). 
&ccording to Sunshine estimetes, 25,OOODT may bring tbe population 
to the minimum permi6Mble concentration. By January 1954, rpproxi- 
oetely 1OMT (fission yield) had probably been exploded throughout the 
world. The majority of this wa6 exploded on the surfroo (WI-KKE). 
This me6n6 that 85% of the 1OMT yield i6 in the Pacific Ocmn within 
300 to 500 downwind of ground 6ero. Hence only a total of 1.5 to 2fET 
of fission product6 were availeble for world-wide contamlnetion by 
Jmuery 1954. l/6 Sunshine Unit found by Dr. Libby in Cbicrgo babies 
represent6 the quivalent of l pprOXitMtely 4.21dT of fi66ion product6 
distributed throughout the world 6CCOrding to Sunrhine e6tiMte6. 
However, if our estimate of fallout ir correct, the concentrrtion of 
Sr 90 in Chicago b6bie6 came from only 2BT. This mean6 thet perhAp 
the origin61 Sunshine estimate of 25,000 YT limiting vrlm i6 high 
by 6 f6CtOr of 2. If the Libby experiment ib repeated, and if it 
6oCOuht6 for the CASTLE shota a6 w6ll a6 it did for the IVY-MN! 
Shot, then we tnu6t re-6valuate the world-ride contamination problem. 
Convereetion with Dr. Western and Dr. Dudlry of UC Division of 

Biology rnd Medicine has brought out the fact that the Sr 90 my 
have entered the human biological cycle directly from oxterm 
deposits of fission product6 that fell out on leafy vegetable6 
and the like. 

. 
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IX. RRCOMMRNDATIONS 

1. The Air Force should reactivate extensive training in 
Radiological Operations. Such training should etreas the use of 
realistic, allitary tolerance doses for radiation as cornparad to 
the existing civilian tolerances. The former ndiological engineer 
USC ahould ba reactivated In oxdor to attract coapeteht personnel 
into this field. 

2. Proviaione should ba made now for aiaple military 
countermeasures against the extensive radioactive fallout menace. 
Such counteraeaeuree ahould include the construction of adequate 
shelters, decontaeination procedures, and as much as possible, an 
automatic recording net of the radioactive contamination through- 
out a given region of the country. 

a. Shelter6 must have 3 to 5 feet of dirt or wnd or 
cement around them, but they need not be fancy. For example, 
there is no need for sanitary facilities if such aheltera are in 
the basement of air installation buildings, since personnel could 
leave the shelters for short perioda of time. Similiarly no pro- 
vision need be made for cooking or messing facilities. There ie 
no need for air conditioning or for air tight seals to doors and 
WifkdOWB. 

b. Decontamination should be es automatic as possible. 
Perhaps runways could be washed as the fallout begins. The problem 
is similar to snow removal where under certain circumstances, it 
may be best to start removal while there is active fallout. Washing, 
vacuuming and other common sense methods may also be employed. Run- 
ways may be covered with canwae or otber materials, which can be 
rolled out, thus decontaminating a sufficiently large area in the 
runway to load bombs and to get ready for take-off. If a circular 
area of 100 to 150 feet radius is cleared of radioactivityt4@ man 
in the center of such an area would be aafe, even if the area out- 
side this circle is contaminated to high levela. 

c. The use of radiological monitors should be minimized 
in an Air Baae in order to keep radiation caaualtiea to a minimum. 
In place of airmen carrying portable radiac instrumenta (and walking 
throughout the l irhaee or riding a jeep) to delineate the fallout, 
we need instead permanent installations of radiological instruments 
in aelected epota on and around the Air Bare. It ia believed that 
with the advent of multimegaton weepone, the probebility la high 
that the fallout ttern would covar all of the Air Base mofe or 
lees uniformly. 4” See Piguroa 11 and 12). In the part, the fallout 
pattarn from ‘70 to 100 KT weapons were considered. Under each 
circumstances one portion of the Air Base say be highly contaminated 
while another area puy be relatively clear of contamination. Now, 
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however, because of the fact that lethal concentrations of tadI+ 
activity may cover five to ten thousand aqusre miles from one bomb 
alone, it wonId be unwise to perform a needlessly detailed radio- 
logical survey of the Air Base. In the event that the Air Dase 
Commander deslree a detailed contanlaatlon pattern, he can accom- 
plish this by installing in all four quadrants fixed radlologlcsl 
instruments with pro~lslons for continuous recording. It my be 
desirable to locate several of these instrumenta outside the Air 
Base in the event that the Air Defense Command ray want a look at 
the continentA fallout pattern. If ndiologlal instruments are 
placed outsldo the weapon ndlua (5 to 15 miles) of our larger 
bomb8 then even if the Air Base is demolished a central Headqusrters 
MY still get the continental contamlnatlon pattern. Although 
presently authorized portable radlac meters cannot accurately 
lndlcste a dose rate above 50 r/k, it would be rslrtlroly 8lmple 
to construct permsnent installations of radiological instruments 
that can lndlcntrr 500 r/hr of ga9una. If each Air Base is equipped 
with such permanent radiological instrumentetlon, it would be 
relatively simple to pIace this lnformstlon on an e8tabllshed 
communication net ouch as the Weather Net, etc. for use by agencies 
responsible for the defense of this country. 

3. An analysis of this report brings out the fact that in 
the absence of counteraeasures, the fallout from one bomb (15 MT) 
could ondanger the populations of Uashington, D. C., Daltimore, 
Philadelphia, and New York City (See Figurer, 11 and 12). This 
mans that an unprepared and an uninformed nation will suffer 
horrible casualties from radiation. The report also points out, 
however, that by relatively elmple means (proper education, early 
warning, shelters, etc.) it may be possible to reduce significantly 
the radiation casualties throughout the nation. Certainly there irr 
no such “cheap’ method of protecting our Cities and our population 
against the blast damage from nuclear weapons. ?or this reason the 
best national interest would be served If the military and civilian 
population are advised of the proper countermeasures against the 
radioactive bawd. 

4. It is recommended that all multimegaton weapons be sur- 
face detonated on the enemy country in order to reduce the rorld- 
wide contamination. It 16 believed that 80 to 90% of the total 
residual l otivlty of a bomb is deposited on the enemy country if 
the bomb is surface burrt, thus leaving only 5 to 10% for contrai- 
nating the rest of the world. If weapon yields in exce88 of 100 MT 
are required, it 18 ruggested that we e&art now looking into the 
po~siblllty of building TN weapon8 without the use of large amount, 
of U238. In other words, the yield af our TN weapon8 rhouId bo 
mafnly from fusion, rather than flrrloa, in order to minlmiu the 

possibility of contaminating our planet beyond a certain toleranoa 
level of residual radiation. 
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lkc&matlon ofpinure 11 

lbe figure represents the ideulised ccmtaPaimtim pattw over 
this anmtry,iflllmclsar waqxms of 15mfield are cc&act 
taxrst cmr target. The targets comlst of the lC% &ties of this 
cafmt~ubo~papllatioais1oo,oooarwrrs,abdiyFe~ecfed 
airbeW43. &%cbfw plOt ~~8tSOftUoarewL me -iMSr 
trsacavgts12,500squaredles~r~sentsMa~einiinit~ 
dose of 2,700 rOentgena, vbIch ir sqnivaleut to l 48 hour Integrated 
dose of 1,420 roaatgena and a 24 Ivur dose of l&0 roeatgens. 
Tbelarge outerarea cowrs25,CXXI equare ldlesaadit reprem% 
a;n infinity dose of 190 me&gem and a 48 bmr dose Of 75 roentgena. 
Thedosageearecoqutedona vVo~~f~e&w bdr rathertbfin on 
at-1.2relatian (See Sectim~aiAppendkf~ detsil8 QI 
volums-eifect). h tieas we obtained ty avaraglng the ralaes given 
lnThbleXXandln?iguml2. Anin. pection of Figure lI shows that 
each contamination pattern is alike no aatter where the bomb is 
exploded over the country. At fir& glance this may seem to the 
reader an umarranted aiaplifiatlon. However, in an earlier re- 
port (roe Reference 6) the uma l mlysir war mde using the l ctuel 
minda aloft over oath target, Th58 was 8 very tiPLeoconsumI.ng and 
tedious l naly818. Some of the contaalnation patterns were long and 
thin, others short and ride, come were elliptical, others more 
tortuous pstttrns. However, the not total effect was the same aa 
in ?iguro ll of this report. That is, both analyses rhowed that 
there was no place to hide in the I&stern part of the U. S. and 
the North Astern U.S. was contaminated over and over l g8ln. The 
primary purpose of Figure ll is to Uluatrate tbat during atomic 
warfare diaper4 of aircraft and evacuation of personnel cmnot 
be relied upon aa dlitary counter8eabure8. On the cmtrary, a 
Coamnder may lose mre of hlr forcer by evacuation and dieporsol. 
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